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Many Complaints About Police
Brutality Have Been Registered
A number of Negroes have
complained to the Tri-State
Defender during the past sev-
eral years that officers beat
them en route to police sta-
tions in isolated areas and
sometimes at police stations
without provo ation.
Have those Negro citizens
been lying, despite tha bruis-
es and blackeyes they have ex-
hibited?
That some Negroes have
'
been wantonly beaten by
members of the Memphis Po-
lice Department as unarmed
prisoners and who offer no
resistence, other than attempt-
ing to shield themselves from
the blows, was brought to
light .last week when Ken-
neth Starck, a reporter for
the Memphis Commercial-Au-
peal, reported seeing officers
at Armour Center beesing a
Negro with a long strap.
Identified later as the pris-
oner under the lash of thel
officer was Arthur E. Fisher,
24, of 1698 S. Parkway East,
and Richard L. Washington,
21, of 1523 Doris Circle.
The men were arrested and
charged with petty larceny
in the theft of small transistor
radios from Katz Drug store!
at 2256 Lamar.
Early this week, Washington
,was out on $500 bond while
PIO e r was in Shelby County
itail awaiting trial.
An investigation was launch-
ssi by the Police Department
following the Starck's report
and Police Chief J. C. Mac-
Donald suspended Patrolmen
S. H. Wier and George S. Wil-
lis for 10 days for "neglect of
duty."
'MORE CAUTION'
He added that the pair
should have used more cau-
tion in locking up the sus-
pects. A third officer, Patrol-
man R. M. Henderson. was
cleared for his part in the
case, because as desk sergeant
he only helped subdue the
prisoner at tne station.
Both Fisher and Washing-
ton claimed the officers beat
them with clubs, fists and
straps and stomped them after
carrying them to the station.
Through the years, Negro
citizens have accused officers
of beating them without cause,
and when the complainant has
displayed bruises to back up
statements, police have in
6th Annual Science Fair To Be
•
Held April 17-19th Says Gray
The 8tirtir•Alewmititterripht\leislif4M.FliagarEn-M
Area Science Fair is being'ny and the Tri-State Defender. J
planned for April 17, 18, 19,
announced the executive com-
mittee of the Fair following
a recent meeting at Universal
Life Insurance Company's
building.
All students in the Memphis
Area from first thru 12th grade
are eligible to participate in
the Science Fair. Schools de-
siring to enter students in
the contest should file an Of-
ficial Enrollment Form, which
has been distributed to schools.
The entry blanks should be
mailed by April 10, to Ivory
McIntyre, entry clerk, Lester
High School, 2946 Mimosa St.,
Memphis, Tenn. entry clerk; Mrs. Bernice A.
Awards will be presented E. Calloway of Porter Junior
to student winners in the Fair. high, corresponding secretary;
Also awards will be presented
alio teachers of winning stu-
Wients.
The Fair, held annually for
the last six years, is being
sponsored jointly by the Uni- school, liaison.
"The South's Independent Weekly"
cases admitted beating them,
but said it was because "they
resisted arrest."
In some instances, when Ne-
groes have come in City Court
in bandages, police have stat-
ed that the defendants "fell
down the stairs" and hurt
themselves.
,During recent months, The
Tri-State Defender has re-
ceived fewer complaints about
beatings at the hands of po-
lice. At one time there wets
several during the course of
a week.
Invited To
White House
NASHVILLE — Atty. Rob-
ert E. Lillard, president of the
Tennessee Federation Of Dem-
ocratic Leagues, was among
guests invited to the White
House by President and Mrs.
J. Kennedy to participate in
the Centennial Anniversary of
the Emancipation Proclama-
tion, held Tuesday.
Invited from Memphis was
Rev. James A. McDaniel, ex-
Ben G. Olive, Jr, executive'
of the insurance company
said: "We are aiming to stim-
ulate interest in science
through encouragement of stu-
dents"
Director of the Science Fair
is Frank Gray, an instructor
at Douglass high school. Other
members of the Fair's execu-
tive committee include: John
W. Powell of Washington high
school, associate director; Wil-
liam T. Knight, of Carnes Jun-
ior high school, executive sec-
retary; William M. Lowe of
Washington high, treasurer;
Ivory McIntyre of Lester high,
Mrs. Frank Gray of Hyde
Park school, recording secre-
tary; Leroy Suttles of Geeter
high school, liaison, and Mrs.
Carlee Bodye of Magnolia
GIFT OF WHEEL CHAIR
Through the generosity of persons who have
contributed to the Arthritis and Rheumatism
o
Fetindatiou, a wheel chair was presented to
Mrs. Louella Williamson, a patient here in
Memphis. last Friday. Seen with her, from
left. are Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, Mrs. O'Fer-
. Tell V. Nelson. a nurse at John Gaston Itos-
pita*, and Mrs. Josephine Bridges, president
ATTY. ROBERT E. LILLARD
ecutive director of Memphis
Urban League.
Atty. Lilliard, member of
Nashville City Council, is one
of three Negro members of
the Metro Council.
He is president of the Na-
tional Bar Association, which
will have as its theme "The
Emancipation Proclamation"
during its annual meeting in
August.
of the S-ti-Gs, a lo-al organisation of women,
rho will be directing an "A Day" drive for
'unds for the Arthritis and Rheumatism
4zoundation on March 19. Mrs. Ish will be
chairwoman of the drive and members of the
will serve on the committee. —
'Withers Photo)
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F.i.• 1,000 hours i..f volunteer work, Mrs. Lee Collht Hill, 284
W. Field Ave., rightI is receiving a plaque trom Dr. Alys
Lipscomb, chairman of the service committee of the Mem-
phis-Shelby County Unit of the American Cancer Society.
(Staff Photo by Ernest Withers)
$13,000 More Needed For New
Cancer Clinic Says Director
During Recognition Dinner
The director of the West reading the Clinic wanted
T..nnessee Cancer Clinic, Dr. volunte.rs to drive. tor the
Eel h R. Braund said that the
much VOlunteer
work that citizens of this com-
munity are willing to give.
He continued: "we can build
a building of bricks and mor-
tar, but we need volunteer
workers to make the clinic
a success."
Dr. Braund, the featured
speaker at the Annual Vol-
unteer Recognition Dinnsr of
the Memphis-Shelby County
Unit of the American Cancer
Society, held at the Ever-
green Presbyterian Church,
613 University St., last Friday
evening, said:
"We have raised $425,000
for a new three-story clinic
which will be constructed at
the corner of Court And Dun-
lap St. But $13,000 more is
needed."
Presently, the clinic is lo-
cated at 774-A Adams St.
Dr. Braund told how the
Cancer Clinic was started in
two rooms on the second floor
of John Gaston hospital. Later,
$15,000 was raised to pur-
chase a headquarters at 781
Jefferson Ave. In 1951 it was
remodeled at a cost of $50,000.
He revealed that since the
clinic started 15,425 new pa-
ti:-.nts have been treated.
Among the estimated 50
persons receiving awards and
citations was a Negro woman,
Mrs. Lee Collie Hill of 284 W.
Field Ave. She received a
plaque for donating 1,000
hours during the last six years
to transporting Cancer pa-
tients—Negro and white— to
and from the Cancer Clinic.
Mrs. Hill said she started
the volunteer work after
3 Teenage Boys
In Butcher's
Home At Party 1Katherine Woods
A 15
-year-old lad was in Sadie Hollowell
'John Gaston hospital suffering Rose Dotson  
a stab in his-side and a cut
to his arm, received when hi,
and two other youngsters were
victims of a knife
-wielding
16-year-old lad at a party in
the Walker Homes subdivision
last week.
In the hospital was Gary
McHenry, a studant at Mitch-
ell Road school. He is the son
of Mrs. Corrine Lee McHenry
of 549 Jenson Rd.
Accused by the victims is
tharles Jones, 16, also a soph-
omore at Milchell Road school.
Also suffering lacerations at
the same time were Adolph
Morman, 17, a sophomore and
Joseph Williams, also a soph-
omore at Mitchell school.
The party was held at the
home of a butcher for a Yu-
per-market, reportedly.
15c
Criticize Slow Pace Of Integration,
Laud Kennedy, Meredith's Courage
The Reform Rabbis of thei
United States in a statement j
calling for special observancel
last Saturday of Race Relationsl
Greenwood, Miss.
Police Arrests
Sabbath took issue today with
the slow pace at which the
Americen people are moving
toward the achievement of
"true racial equality."
Noting that 1963 is the 100th
anniversary of 'President Lin-
coln's action declaringthe
munities the fundamental right
to the ballot is denied to cit-
izens because of their race,"
the Rabbis declared.
The statement was issued to-
day by the Committee on Jus-
tice and Pace of the Central
Conference of American Rab-
Th• Negro to be a free American, • e Central Conference,
A Johnston Magazine 'Pub-
lications reporter from Chica-
go, Ill., was arrested in Green-
wood, Miss., last Thursday
night. He was charged by
police of "driving while under
influence of intoxicants,"
The reporter, Larry Steele,
was released several hours lat-
er without bond, however, he
was ordered to appear for
'trial this week.
Steele was accompanied, at
the time of his arrest, by a
Memphis photographer, Mark
Stansbury, and two college
students Willie Peacock and
Bobby Talbert, Jr., who have
been participating in a voter
registration drive in the Delta
area of Mississippi.
Steele is investigating the
condition of Negroes in the
Delta area who have been, re-
J portedly, pressured off farms,
patients.
hourt
ea Thursday. She has been
transporting patients longer
than any other volunteer driv-
er at the Cancer Clinic.
Mrs. Hill is employed full-
time as a domestic worker.
Before volunteering for the
Cancer Clinic, she drove blind
students to and from school.
The other of the only two
Negro volunteer workers at
the Cancer Clinic, Mrs. Ber-
tha Myers, 493 Carpenter St.,
received honorable mention
for contributing 1,452 hours to
driving. However, she was not
pres:nt for the dinner be-
cause of illness. Also receiving
a plaque for 1,000 hours of
volunteer clerical work was
Mrs. Ethel Johnson.
Giving the invocation at the
Recognition dinner was Dr.
A. L. Huddleston, president-
elect of the organization.
Presenting the awards along
with Dr. Lipscomb was Mrs.
L. M. Graves, chairman of the
service committee volunteers.
Standings Of
'Miss Mid-South,
Contestants
Shirley Purnell
Carolyn Randle
Earlie Mae Biles
Joyce Carney  
Patricia Terrell
Beverly Allen  
Essie B. McSwine .
1
2010
1875
1545
910
1155
940
515
Patricia Cummings .... 406
Eunice Logan  483
Patricia Ford  260
Norrison Trueman  320
Norma Jean Taylor   295
Caroyn Hollingworth   300
Sandra White  320
Mary Towns  320
Shirley Smith  200
Gloria Jean Woodard   240
Earnestine McGhee   240
Amelia Gibson  225
Marlon Greene  200
,Alice Faye Giles  200
495
200
200
and had their means of ob-
tatnilik food cut-off by white
MIffilasipplans after attempt-
ing to register as voters.
The arrest occurred in the
same county, LeFlora, of the
' famous Emmitt Till murder
some years ago.
Mourners From
15 States Here
For Funeral
Funeral services for Mrs.
Maggie Williams Fleming, a
resident of the Orange Mound
community for more than 40
years, were held here at Mt.
Moriah Baptist church on Sat-
urday, Feb. 2, with Revs. R.
W. Norsworthy, the pastor, and
A. McEwen Williams, pastor
of St. John Vance, delivering
the eulogy.
Mourners came from some
15 states to attend the final
rites for Mrs. Fleming, and
more than 100 floral designs
were sent by friends. The
family recevied some 340 tele-
grams and 217 cards of sym-
pathy.
A native of Collierville,
Tenn., where she was born
Dec. 6, 1889, Mrs. Fleming
attended the Fleming's Grove
school there and served as a
teacher's aid at an early age.
Married to the late Dennis
Fleming, they moved to Mem-
phis and becadne a member
of Mt. Moriah Baptist church.
Mrs. Fleming' had been ill
since suffering a stroke 21
years ago and died on Jan.
29 at her home at 484 Boston.
Her survivors include Elijah
Fleming, sundry store owner;
Dennis Fleming, Jr., a mail
handler; and William Fleming,
teacher,- organist and orator.
Interment was in St. Mark
Baptist church oemetery at
Collierville with Mid-South
Funeral Home in charge of
arrangements.
Pallbearers included Johnnie
Kiner, James Dawson, Leon-
ard Smith, James Taylor,
Omar Bobinsa. and Rev. Rob-
[eft L. Jones.
Plan for the annual Science Fair are being discussed by the
above five persons. They are, left-right—Ben G. Olive, Jr.
an executive of Universal Life Insurance companir, which
jointly with the Tri State Defender, is sponsoring the Fair;
the Reform Rabbis declared 
with headquarters at 40 West
that "the Negro should not be 68th street in New York, iaforced to wait for a second the rabbinical organization of rChicago Reporter Emancipation Proclamation to the United States and Canada.The Committee on Justice and
Peace is headed by Rabbi
Samuel D. Soskin of Temple
See COURAGh, Page 2
achieve his complete freedom."
"Schools and housing remain
highly segregated, employment
opportunities remain limited,
while in some Southern corn-
Loans To Negro Farmers Up 40%
Says Agriculture Agency Head
Nearly 10,000 loans were
made to Negro farm families in
the South last year — 40 per
cent more than in 1960, said
Administrator Howard Bertsch
of the Farmers Home Admin-
istration in an address Jan, 18,
in Pine Bluff, Ark.
Bertsch was speaking before
the annual Arkansas Rural
Life Conference at Arkansas
AM&N College.
He explained that he and
his colleagues are well aware
of the need among Negro fam-
ilies living in rural areas,
t'Cesnpared with other farm-
ers," he said, "more of them
are tenants than owners. They
operate smaller farms ... have
less substantial off-farm work
... are older, and with respect
to housing in particular, Ne-
gro families living in rural
areas are seriously disadvan- Funeral 
Rites
taxed."
"Negro farm families have
been particularly hard hit," he
l
For Former
said. "In 1954 there were ap-
proximately 500,000 Negro
farm operators. By 1959 that
number had fallen to about
300.000, a 90 per cent decline
in just five years."
Change has brought disloca-
tion and hardship to many
Negro families living in rural
America, he added. Some Ne-
gro families have gone to the
city, others have joined the
farm migrant stream, and still
others have turned from farm
operation to laboring by the
day in field and factory, he
-
To help these and other
families, Farmers Horne loaned
them last year a record total of
$754 million, the administrator
explained.
Gibson Suffers Memphis Editor
Burns In Lab
Accident
Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chair-
man of the Natural Science
department of LeMoyne col-
lege, was burned in the face,
the right leg and on his left
arm last Thursday afternoon
when he accidently knocked
over a mixture of sulphuric
and hydrochloric acids in the
school's science laboratory.
According to Dr. Hollis F.
Price, president of the school,
Dr. Gibson received first, sec-
ond and third degree burns
during the mishap and is now
recovering at E. H. Crump
Memorial' hospital.
"He will probably be away
from work about four weeks
before he is well enough to
come back," Dr. Price said.
Dr. Gibson was reportedly
conducting an experiment in
the laboratory and was reach-
ing for some oil on a high
shelf when the powerful acids
overturned on him.
A quick-thinking student,
James Bailey, rushed to Dr.
Gibson's side and got him out
of the acid-soaked garments.
Later, Dr. John Buehler, a
chemistry teacher, neutralized
the acid combination by apply-
ing bicarbonate of soda to it,
and he and Charles Phillips,
a physics teacher, carried Dr.
Gibson to the hospital.
It was the first mishap re-
ported in the LeMoyne college
science department, according
to Dr. Price.
A former editor of the Mem-
phis World, Raymond F. Tisby,
died and was buried in his
native Shreveport, La., accord-
ing to a report received by the
Tri State Defender. He died in
a Veterans' hospital there on
Jan. 30 after being hospitalized
three days. However, he had
been ill since mid-December
and hospitalized in Green-
wood, Miss.
Mr. Tisby, a graduate of
Lincoln University's School of
Journalism in Jefferson, Mo.,
had been employed on the
Shreveport Sun before com-
ing to Memphis in 1953 to
work for the Memphis World
after having worked for the
Atlanta Daily World in Atlan-
ta, Ga., for a short time.
After resigning as editor of
the Memphis World, he return-
ed to work for the Shreveport
Sun a short time before accept.
ing a position of public rela-
tions director at Mississippi
Vocational college in Ma Bens,
Miss., in 1959 — a position he
held until his death. The
funeral was held Feb. 4.
Mr. Tisby was a veteran of
World War II.
He is survived by his wife,
the former Miss Elsie Vaughn,
who is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Vaughn, 1096 Nep-
tune St., here in Memphis;
two sons, Terrence Addison,
31/2 and Trevor Alan, 16
months; his mother, Mrs. Rosie
Tisby of Shreveport, La., and
a brother, Woodward W. Tisby
of Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Raymond Tisby is em-
ployed as a secretary at the
Mississippi college.
William T. Knight, a teacher at Washington High School:
Frank Gray, director of the Fair, who is a teacher at Doug
las; Mrs. Frank Gray, „teacher at Hyde Park; and SVIIILIam
M. Lowe, teacher at Washington. (Staff Photo)
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StorkStops
AT E H. CRUMP HOSPITAL:
%eh
Glover, 1705 Harrison; boy, Mae.
yrone.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hall, 1851
Keltner cl.; boy, Reginald
Keith.
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL:
eb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie D.
Fisher, 1228 Rayburn; boy, Le-
vonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie R. Ar-
nold, 2616 Legena; boy, Regi-
nald Andre.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L.
Brown, 2130 Rile; girl, Donna
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Greer, 1380 Inglewood; boy,
Christopher Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernell Hoyle,
254 Baltic; girl, Anita Hoyle.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Sprouse, 144 Ingle; boy, Der-
rick Tyrone.
Mr. end Mrs. George R.
Cathey, 3741 Frisco; it boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom H. Lester,
293 Decatur; girl, Carolyn De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee C. Gathing,
988 Lenow; girl, Rita Rochelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie E. Mc-
Gee, 746 Lucy; boy, Barry Earl.
Fab. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mull,
3515 Dillard; boy, Curtis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Brown,
384 Fitzgerald; boy, Ben
Sharpe.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Evans,
949 LeMoyne dr.; boy, Alvin
Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Tuggle,
anne. 1206 Tunica; girl, Tammle
Mr. and Mrs. Willie a Yvette.
Thompson, 324 W. Utah; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Man-
Elicia Denise. fling, 1325 Michigan; girl, San-
Mr. and Mrs. John Wright,ldra Kay. .
2662 Select; girl, Kimberly Mr. and Mrs. James Abston,
Denise. ,410 S. Lauderdale; girl, Pattie.
Jen. V. I Mr. and Mrs. Tommie E.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Davis,,Boxley, 276 Lucerne; boy,
Jr. 1534 W. Dempster; girl, Reginald Jerome.
, Carol Lynnette. Mr. and Mrs. Monday Giv-
I Mr. and Mrs. William A. ans. 3691 Frisco; girl, Katie- •
Jan. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene R. Bry-
ant, 365 E. Essex; girl, Lana
Delores.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dand-
ridge, 1110 Aaalia; boy, Kelvin
•Boyce.
. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert D.
Hobson, 1027 Peach; girl, Sab-
rina Antoinette.
. Mr. and Mrs. Willie M. Jack-
son, 318 W. Utah; boy, Wayne
Anthony.
Jan. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. McDaniel Hol-
combe, 3562 W. Horn Lake;
boy, Chris Anthony.
Jan. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee, 1001
Randle; boy, Anthony Earl.
Jan. 28.
, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Con-
way, 311 E. Trigg; girl, Teresa
Ann.
. Mr. and Mrs. Levi Echols,
'1891 Carver, Apt. 3; boy, Carl
Anthony.
Jan. 29.
, Mr. and Mrs. Jesseus L.
Lowe, 303 Baltic; girl, Carole
LaVonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Small,
1504 Guasco; girl, Rosa Vic-
toria.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Turner, 351 Ayers; girl, Al-
layne LaRita.
Jan. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard An-
derson, 759 Porter; boy, Wil-
liam.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hicks,
138 Pretoria; girl, Betty Di-
I t
New Subscription Order
; it Kindly send me the Tri-State
1
Defender to address below
I One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
"Nklz,v THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO 
Street Address 
City 
• 
Zone 34e 
Stole 
C_Liy"
Mi. and Mrs. Willie B. Mack,
779 Alaska; girl, Jean Eliza-
beth.
Feb. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rayford,
1551 Miller; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore R.
Blakney, 1446 E Waldorf; boy,
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie M.
Johnson, 2682 Midland; girl,
'Jackie Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Dillard, 2119 Goff; boy, Mark
Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Rooks,
1207 Azalia; Dana Darlene.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wright,
981 Mosby; girl, Lajuna Debra_
nette.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee V. Smith,
123 Simpson; girl, Annette
Shelene.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sadler,
804 Lane; girl, Zina Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Long, 2615 Supreme; girl, Jen-
nie Louise.
Feb. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Morman,
1585 Kansas; boy, Isaac Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence P.
Dickerson, 267 W. Waldorf;
boy. Derwin Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Burson,
892 E. McLemore; girl, Deatra
Dauphine.
Feb. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Scales, 979
Mason; boy, Kelvin Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Al-
len, 2520 Heard; girl, Carmita
Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Walker,
203 Bickford; boy, Johnny Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Jones,
837 Linden; girl, Caviah Lu-
dene.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K.
Walls, 405 S. Lauderdale; boy,
Drexel Laron.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Bald-
win, 1245 Firestone; girl, Car-
olyn Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L
Ross, 937 N. Claybrook; twin
boys.
Feb. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Hagford Drake,
243 W. Dixson; boy, Renwick
McKay.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Thompson, 848 Nora; boy, Tim-
othy.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Phil-
lips, 1156 Pearce; a boy.
Feb. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hud-
son, 411 S. Lauderdale; boy,
Darrell Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Lee,
3046 Mt. Olive; boy, Jeffery
Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Green,
904 Latham; girl, Betty Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Hollo-
way, 984 Keel; girl, Angela
Vernice. resolution and implementation,
Taking cognizance of the fact
that most major religious or-
ganizations have issued resolu-
tions at the national level call-
ing for an end to racial in-
equality, the rabbis expressed
keen disappointment at "the
limited impact" which these
resolutions have made.
The time has come, they de-
clared, for ending "the greatland persisting gap between
NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU
BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
% THESE TWO DATES OR BURST
WIN MONEY FOR SPRING!
WHAT A GREAT THING!
1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th PRIZE
$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS
AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESE FOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR
A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes
by selling more papers between January 19th. and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
lit Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3rd Prize$10.00....
4th Priz• $5.00....and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.
9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL
PRIZES WILL II AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected fr.,n the nine boys
selling the greateit number of papers above
Weekly quote at the end if March 1963.
A picture of the First and Second prize win-
ners and their families will appear In the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.
Pictures of the Third and Four!!! Prize win-
ners will also be published.
Names of the 5 Runner Ups will appear.
Earn extra money for EASTER.
Contest open to current and future newsboys
•
 _
, VOIrit MAKE YOUR SEIECTION AND
NOW VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE
OFFICIAL BALLOT
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH 5 VOTES
OW
VOTE
NOW
Name Of Contestant 
Bring or Mail This Ballot To_The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 S. Wellington Street Memphis, Tennessee
MEMPHIS ALUMNI CHAPTER OF LANE CALLEGE
Memphis Alumni Chapter of Lane College in Jackson, Tenn., Lacree Steverson, Lennie Wooldridge, Freddie Black. Odessa
is in the midst of a fund-raising drive to obtain $3,500 with Reed, Eva Broome, Maxine Bradley, Mary Daniels, Lard's's,
which to furnish the lounge of the new women's dormitory MeDaniels, Freddie Hill, Hazel Allen, Rachelle Brown,
at the college. Above are members of the executive board, Clarkey Williams, Mildred Hall, Shirley Winston, Glorladeari
left-right, seated, George Warren, Mrs. Charline Mallory, Hentrel, Marion Finch, Mildred Taylor, Doris Walker. Ray-
and John Strong, chairman of the drive. Standing, Arthur mend Long. Eddie Currie, Mice Henry Ruthie Strong, Lois
Bowles, Edward Gray and Frank Gray. Among other local Gilder, Connie Lois Lee, Dale Doyce Lee and Opal Jackson.
alumni who have volunteered for the drive are: Finis Fields, (Photo by Hooks Bros.)
-----
C between creed  and deed." t u r e, aria that "the dese greg  a-o ura eb'OnthisRace Relations Salttion of public parks, librariesbath," they asserted, ,Aee agnlfenuraea,ennttnue tnupon our fellow citizens to de-Southern cities, the Rabbis
Continued From Page 1 vote themselves vigorously to
' the unfinished task inherent in
Beth Emeth of Brooklyn, N. Y. the field of Race RelationS. For
only in the final liquidation
of racial injustices can we ful-
fill the Biblical ideal of the
Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of Man."
The Rabbis noted, however,
that some progress toward ra-
cial equality had been achieved
during the past year, but
called it "halting and short."
While welcoming President
Kennedy's Executive Order of
last November ending racial
discrimination in new housing
construction, the Rabbis term-
ed the order "a more limited
contribution to civil rights than
had been hoped for." They ex-
pressed the hope that the Pres-
ident in the near future would
expand its scope.
Pointing out that a number
of Southern colleges, among
them Tulane and Emory uni-
versities, have opened their
doors to a few Negro students;
that a Negro is now a member
of the Georgia State Legisla-
Registration
Denied In I
Alabama i
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
Some 700 Negroes tried to reg-
ister to vote in Montgomery
County (Ala.) during Decem-
ber, but only 200 were able to
add their names to the books.
The Montgomery Improve-
ment Association, an affiliate
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, report-
ed that registrars used variousak
methods of harrassment to pre-
vent Negroes from completing
registration. Books were open-
ed for 10 days during Decem-
ber, but the registrar failed to
notify the public until one
week had passed.
Rufus Lewis, voter registra-
tion worker for the M.I.A.,
said registration was slowed
4. down so only a minimum num-
ber of applicants could take
the test.
Atfadavits documenting dis-
crimination have been turned
„lover to the Justice Department,
according to Mr. Lewis.
' Last November, U. S. Mid-,
die District Judge Frank M.
Johnson ordered 1,100 Negroes
to be added to the permanent
voter list, the largest number
of Negro applicants to be
placed on voter lists since the
Justice Department started egb
recent investigation.
The judge found registraini
George W. Penton and Santa'
muella P. Willis had registered'
more than 96 per cent of the
white applicants and rejected
more than 75 per cent of the
Negro applicants, including 71.1p
with 12 or more years of for,
mal education.
stated, nevertheless, that "we
cannot honestly rejoice, over
what has been accomplished or
remain content with continued
tokenism and gradualism,
when discrimination persists
throughout the country in
every area of human need."
The Reform rabbis paid trib-
ute to President Kennedy, At-
torney - General Robert Ken-
nedy, James Meredith, the Ne-
gro Community and clergymen
of all faiths and races for their
various "courageous acts" dur-
ing the past year in combatting
racial bias.
"We commend President
Kennedy and his Attorney-
General," the Rabbis declared,
"for the vigorous role they
played in the Oxford, Miss.,
crisis."
The rabbis commented on
the ordeal of James Meredith
at the University of Mississip-
pi.
"We express our great ad-
miration for James Meredith
in his dedication of body and
spirit to the breaching of the
Wherever the choice is
equal...homemakers
choose FOREST HILL
milk by an over—
whelming majority!
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
GORY BUS 
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
wall of segregation surround-
ing the educational facilities
of the State of Mississippi,"
they declared. .
"Nothing symbolized more
clearly and more poignantly,"
they added, "the slow pace of
man's spiritual progress as
compargd, to the swift rush of
his technological advance than
that day last October when
Walter • chirra orbited in his
space ship in the heavens
above" while beneath him, on
a college campus ostensibly de-
voted to the intellectual and
scientific disciplines which
could make possible such a
flight. James Meredith, sur-
rounded by Federal Marshals
and soldiers, made his way
through a mob on the Univer-
sity of Mississippi campus."
"The fortitude and restraint
evidenced by this young man,"
the Rabbis stated, "have char-
acterized the American Negro
in his century-long struggle for
freedom, intensified since 1954
when the Supreme Court ap-
parently opened wide the gates
of hope. But because progress
has been slow, these past nine
years have witnessed a rfsing
tide of impatience and even
bitterness among many Ne-
groes."
"We appreciate that there
are limits to the patience and
restraint of any people," the
Rabbis declared, "especially of
a people which has suffered so
long and so grievously, a peo-
ple which has been promised
so much and gained so little."
The rabbis paid tribute to
those "who during the past
year, were involved in the
struggle to complete the task
of gaining full equality for all
minority groups," and lauded
their rabbinical colleagues and
the Christian clergy of both
races who joined in "interfaith
freedom rides" as an "exprea-
sion of solidarity with those
involved in the Albany move-
ment."
-Heart Fund Campaign's
1963 Poster 
OFFICIAL POSTER for 1968
Heart Fund Campaign, being
conducted here and in all other
American communities through-
out February, is shown above.
Drive will be climaxed by a
door-to-door residential canvass
In observance of Heart Sunday',
February 24.
'huo DAISY]
Starts SATURDAY!
FEBRUARY 16
ONE BIG WEEK!
HONORED as the pe tore to ineuge• ale
ft HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW ENGAGEHE ;
, NurSEVEN ARTS POSprts
..4SOC1ATFS AND ALDRICH PRODUCTION
( *MT EVER
IIINENED To
BABYJNIEr
Bette Di;;i7noan Cravad
PLUS
OLE REX
A thrilling story of art
outcast dog.
•
"JOBS FOR JOHNNY
AND JANE"
WHEN JOHNNY AND JANE FINISH HIGH SCHOOL,
WHAT NEXT? WHAT KIND OF JOBS ARE OPEN fn
THEM BOTH LOCALLY AND NATIONALLY? WHAT MUST
THEY DO TO QUALIFY? WHERE CAN THEY GET THE
10B TRAINING THEY NEED?
FIND OUT!
MONDAY, MARCH 4. 1963 AT 7:30 P.M.
AT SARAH BROWN Y.W.0 A.
1044
MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
THE PANEL WILL CONSIST OF WELL QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUALS IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT.
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS. PARENTS.
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC ARE INVITED.
ADMISSION FREE
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DOWN FRONTii
A PARTY WAS HELD AT needs that "Johnny And Jane"
the home of a butcher last
week. The butcher's arts were
will need to qualify for a job.
Bravo, at last somebody is
applied — but not by the taking the bull by the tailbutcher. However, some meat instead of talking about the
bull.
COMEDIAN DICK GREG-
ORY carried a number of
,"survival kits" to the poor.
JAMES MEREDITH came to hungry Negroes in Missisippi
town for a haircut and a shoe- earlier this week. "Survival
shine last Saturday. While
here he visited the Big-M.
Melvin Bonds, the owner of
lothe place, had let it be knownprior that he was preparing
blackeye peas and neck bones
for some special guest. When
Meredith walked in it was
was cut. A teenage boy sliced
up three other teenage boys
so badly until one is still in
the hospital.
believed that he was that
kits?" Yes! Like, Food, man.
Gregory, during one of his
shows, said that American Ne-
groes had been carrying "sur-
vival kits" for many years. It
contained "10 yassuh boss and
a shuffle."
special guest until he left 
Manassas Graduatewithout eating the "special
dish."
A MEMPHIS P H 0 T 0-
GRAPHE12 delayed not one
minute in hauling himself out
of Greenwood, Miss., after a
Johnston Magazine Publica-
tion reporter was arrested on
a trumped-up charge, last
week. He was driving so fast
coming from Greenwood to
Memphis until the flat tire on
his automobile did not start
bumping until he reached
Memphis.
A GROUP IS PLANNING
to study the job-opportunity
11,7or "Johnny And Jane" at
the Sarah Brown Branch YW-
CA sometime soon. The For-
um will be open to parents
and students. The group also
plans to study the training
•
•
•
received by the Tri State De-
fender from the university.
Miss Edna E. Madison, who
graduated from Manassas with
honors, was among the honor
students who were entertained
at dinner by MSU President
John A. Hannah.
She is the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Walter L. Madison
of 355 Leath it. Rev. Madison
is pastor of Shiloh Baptist
'church.
YOUR LOVE - MONEY - HEALTH
"WITH GOD
ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE"
Are you facing difficult problems? Poor health? Money
or Job Troubles? Unhappiness? Drink? Love or Family
Troubles? Would you like more Happiness, Success and
"Good Fortune" in Life? If you have any of these Prob-
lems, or others like them, dear friend, then here is
wonderful NEWS of a remarkable NEW WAY of
PRAYER that is helping thousands to glorious new
happiness and joy! And it may bring a whole new world
of happiness and joy to you — very quickly, too!
FREE To All Who Mood HMO
Just clip this message NOW
and mail with your name,
address, and 25e to cover
postage and handling. We
will rush this wonderful
NEW MESSAGE of PRAY-
ER and FAITH ta you by
Return Mail, plus a FREE
copy of our magazine called
FAITH, which will show you
exactly how to apply our
wonderful NEW WAY OF
PRAYER in seeking God's
Guidance and Help in meet-
ing your Problems. We will
also send you FREE the beautiful golden Cross shown
below, for you to keep and treasure. You will bless this
day, Dear Friend, so don't delay! If you would like more
Happiness, Success and "Good Fortune" in life please use
coupon below to send us your name and address NOW!
Also FREE
If you Act Now!
This Lovely
GOLDEN CROSS
tar you to keep
sod treasure!
GOD LOVES YOU
•
-
r---- CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
LIFE-STUDY FELLOWSHIP
BOX B-8612, Noroton, Conn.
Pleam tend me •baolutely FREE, your Wonder-
ful NEW MESSAGE of PRAYER AND FAITH:
plum a FREE copy of FAITH Magaalne and the
FREE Golden Cro.. Entioaed in 26c for postage
And handling,
Mr.
Mrs. 
Miss
Address 
City
1— 
Zone  State 
• 
HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE 726 E. McLEMOREWH 8-8121
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
Call Us On All Your
Small and Large
Appliances
OUR
WORK
IS
GUARANTEED
DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAP-
POINTING?
ALSO
4569
SUMMER
MU 5-8241
HOLLAND
APPLIANCE CO.
Make Yourself Happy'
Call ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
hem's: W141 2-1721 WH 8-9255
Three Babies — One Bed — Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Hall of 2560 Walnut rd, were
caught unprepared when they expected oneAttends Dinner For child and three appeared, and they only have
All - A Students one bed for the childrn. Talking with Mrs.
graduate was arnonir225 Mich- molly ID
igen State University students Unprepared
A 1959 Manassas high school
who made all A's during last
When Triplets Arrive
semester, according to a report
Appointed To Supreme Life Offers
Lane's Faculty 
0 portunity BookletDr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presi-
dent of Lane college, an-
nounced that Dr. Walter Black.
stock has .joined the Lane col-
lege faottlty, in the department
of English. Dr. Blackstock I°rY series of self-help book-
holds an A. B. degree in Eng_ lets are now being offered free
lish from the University of to readers of the Tri-State
Georgia, a LL. B. degree from Defender.
the Woodrow Wilson College These booklets take cogni-
of Law, A. M. degree in Eng- zance of the fact that the Ne-
lish from Vanderbilt, and Ph. gro's path of progress in these
D. degree in American litera- areas is strewn with the ob-
Hall, at right, is Mrs. Lola Rowland. repre-
sentative of the Carnation Milk company, who I
visited the mother recently to show her how
to prepare a format for the children. I Mark
Stansbury Photo).
When Roosevelt Hall, a $25- the Halls last week with Mrs.
a-week farm hand living at
2560 Walnut rd., near Raleigh
took his wife to John Gaston
hospital last November, the
family was !lot quite prepared
for a third addition to the
family.
But after his wife had re-
mained in the delivery room.
for a while, someone Finin out
and gave him what he consid-
ers to be the biggest shock of
Navy In Need
Of Engineers
ture from Yale university.
Before coming to Lane he
taught at Vanderbilt, Georgia,
Institute of Technology, Flori-
da State university, High Point
college, and various other col- Teacher Scouts
leges and universities in the ,
oynUnited States. He is a member LeM ef the Phi Beta Kappa frater-
nity, the Modern Language As- a
“epresentiilivcs of tile U. S.
sociation, and the Poetry Department of Interior, Hu-
ciety of America. 
.reau of Indian Affairs, were
Dr. Blackstone has published I on the LeMoyne College cam-
pus this week interviewing
seniors interested in teaching
at schools on Indian reserve-
of his own poetry, and has ed- tions in New Mexico, Arizona,
ited, with an introduction, the Utah and Colorado.
Selected Poems of James Lar- A representative of the
kin Pearson. Poet Laureate of Cleveland, Ohio, public system
North Carolina. In May, 1954, is due on the LeMoyne campus
he received the literary in may.
Achievement Award from the 
Georgia Writers Association;
" h hel"M
lowship, he studies with Arch-
ibald MacLeish at Harvard. In
iracle of Fes,
October, 1961, for his book of
and during 1954-55, under a
numerous critical and scholarly
articles in the field of Ameri-
can literature, eight volumes
stacles peculiar to racial mi-
norities; and they contain
pertinent, down-to-earth in-
censed junior engineers are Ford Foundation Faculty Fel- For PaigesBROOKLYN, N. Y. — Li-
needed for the engineering de- A son, Robert Charles, was
partments onboard Military born to Rev. and Mrs. C.
Sea Transportat ion Service Thomas Paige at Collins Cha-
ships, the Agency announced poems, pel hospital on Saturday, Feb.
today, received the Oscar F. Young 2.
MSTS, the Navy's transpor- Memorial Award given by the Rev. Paige is the pastor of
Poetry Council of North Caro- Riverview Christian church.tation service available to all
branches of the Armed Forces, lina, Incorporated. The Paiges, who have seven
needs the men for voyages other children, live at 1120 S.
from three to twelve months
aboard their ships operating Farm Employment
for the United Nations, gov-
his life: His wife had given bill has informed the Halls ernment agencies, and scientif- In South Downbirth to triplets. 'that they will not be able to ic projects.
1 he babies, three girls whom carry them much longer. Those applying must have 130 000 Last Yearthey named Alita Lynn, Vita "There is so much to buy," U. S. Coast Guard unlimited
Monet and Rita Denise, were Hall said, "and I have a lot of 3rd Assistant Engineer's
premature at birth and had to other bills on me right now. Average monthly employ-
remain in the hospital untiI4e pay $25 a month for rent ment on farms of the South
the first of January. on this house." was down 130,000 in 1962 from
With three more mouths to After looking at the sad plus overtime, the previous year's level, re-
feed, Hall abandoned his low- state of affairs at the Halls, msTs seamen enjoy a 40_ ports the U. S. Department of
paying job on the farm and
got himself employment as a
sacker at a supermarket in
East Memphis.
ONE CRIB
When a reporter called on
Lola Rowland of the Carnation
Milk company, he found the
family living in a three-room
house with all of the babies
sleping in one dilapidated crib,
held up by the wall.
The triplets all have colds,
and Mrs. Hall has a difficult
time keeping their bottles sep-
arated. There are not enough
diapers, and a dairy that has
been footing the babies milk
Mrs. Rowland, who was the
sister to triplet brothers as a
child, said, "I am sure that
there must be some families
with baby beds that they would
be glad to donate to the Halls."
JFK And Rusk Offered Him
Envoy Post, Rowan Reports
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
New 11. S. ambassador-elect to
Finland Carl T. Rowan told the
Senate foreign relations com-
mittee that he had not applied
for the job.
"President Kennedy and
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
offered me the position and
told me that they thought I
could ba of greater use to the
United States in that capacity,"
Rowan told committee chair-
man Senator J. William Ful-
bright (D-Ark.).
The committee was examin-
ing Rowan on his nomination.
Rowan said that he believed
that his nomination followed
his work at the United Nations
last year where he had served
as an alternate U. S. delegate
for three months.
Rowan told the committee
that Finland was not today re-
ceiving any U. S. aid and he
did not anticipate that it would
want any in the foreseeable
future.
In the absence of a quorum
the committee did not vote on
Rowan's nomination, whic h,
however, is not expected to en-
counter any difficulty.
Venom Murders
BLANTYRE, Nyasaland —
(UPI) — Mrs. Mairiya Zika-
buma, 45, and Mkwala Sali-
moni, 44, have been sentenced
to death for the snake poison
murders of six Africans. The
prosecution charged the mur-
ders were admitted because of
a dispute over a divorce settle-
ment which ended Mrs. Zik-
abuma's Marriage.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL TRAVEL
AGENCY, INC.
9 A .M -6 P.M.-Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P.M.-Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS. TENN. I,
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
1420 DAVIS ST. BR 6-3481
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY
"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
Steam License or higher to
qualify for positions paying
from $557 to $590 per month,
hour week, retirement ben-
efits, life and health insurance,
and liberal vacation and sick
leave benefits.
Interested engineers should
send resume stating date and
place of birth, sea experience,
license held, and "Z" number
to: Crewing Branch, Military
Sea Transportation Service,
Atlantic Area, 58th St. & First
Ave., Brooklyn 50, N. Y.
Agriculture. Hired workers ac-
counted for 39,000 of the drop,
and family workers, the re-
mainder.
The average number of per-
sons at work on farms in the
South last year was 2.920,000
ompared with 3050,000 in
1961. For the nation as a
whole, an average of 6,750,000
or three per cent fewer persons
were employed on farms.
They say "the first
100 years are the
hardest".., and now
they're behind ui
So ...LET'S GO!
Lauderdale.
Page $
 —6.
With the cooperation of Su- formation aimed at overCQM-
promo Life Insurance Corn- ing these obstacles.
pany "Let's Go!" introduc- They are painstakingly re-
searched for the most current
information available from
government agencies, including
the Department of Labor; De-
partment of Health, Education
and Welfare; and the Depart-
ment of Commerce, as well as
civic and independent organi-
zations such as the Family
Service Association of Ameri-
ca; American Institute for
Economic Research; National
Urban League and many
others. These booklets are
offered in the various ads via
a coupon and are distributed
by the agents of Supreme Life.
The booklet program is,
admittedly, patterned after the
very successful public service
program Of another insurance
firm, with the exception that
their contents are oriented to
the needs of minority groups
in general and Negroes in par-
ticular.
It is pointed out that fulfill- •
ment in all areas of life, es- •
pecially for Negroes, is in-
extricably tied up with eco-
nomic progress and financial
security. Many practical ways
of achieving this are enum-
erated and detailed.
Stressing the strictly educa-
tional value of these booklets,
it's anticipated that the de,
mand will far exceed the sup-
ply and readers of the Tri-
State Defender are requested
to send in the coupon con-
tained in the Supreme adver-
tisement found on page 3 as
quickly as possible.
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you"regular"too.
There are 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, itchiness. fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights ell 5.
No "one-ingredient" produet can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds.., and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
streem ... reaching places where
nos* drops and sprays can't poi"-
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you have • cold, take
666, end-see what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed.,.
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 490. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets,..
same fast relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
Gar
To observe the centennial of the Emancipation Proo•
lam; ition during 1963, Supreme Life Insurance Com-
pany of<merica wants to help make life happier and
more prosperous for you and your family in the years
to come. Social and scientific progress have given us
many opportunities for achieving greater happiness
and security in the areas of health, education, employ-
ment, home life, family life and old age. Sc ...
LET'S MAKE THE MOST OF ALL OUR
' \ OPPORTUNITIES!
'In the coming months, we will be offering booklets
which contain helpful up-to-date information in
these six important areas of life: HEALTH . . .
EDUCATION ... EMPLOYMENT ... HOME
LIFE ... FAMILY LIFE ... and the "GOLDEN
YEARS." These booklets are all based on pain-
) staking research, are practical and relevant to your
every-day problems. They will provide guidance
material which you would find impossible to obtain
front any other one source.
We will print a limited number of these, so if
you wish to be included on the "preferred list" for
one or more of these useful booklets, fill out and
' mail the coupon below. Then, as they become avail-
able, your coupon request will be among the first
• honored. Watch for the ads offering the booklet
of your choice.
\ I 1
Gentlemen: I would Ilke to be put on the preferred list for
booklet which would help me in the ar•s(s) of:
II Health, [] Education, fl Employment,
Li Home Life, U Family Life, U "Golden Years"
...
DEPT 111152
Name 
Insurance 
SUPREMETIF.E City /one State
Address 
ICompany  ofdmerica P.R. DEPT., 3501 South Parkway, Chicago 53, HI.
4
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1.1=1.11I116
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"We know that we have
passed out of death into life,
because we love the broth-
ren."-1 John 3:14
BROTHERHOOD
How glorious it is that in
this life we are able to see
growth in ourselves that war-
rant us being the type of per-
son that will enable us to move
to a fuller realization of the
real meaning of our existence
here.
This week our thoughts are
directed toward that time of
year known as "Brotherhood
Week." It is at this point that
the whole thing shows up as a
mass farce. Deep down within
the heart of every normal in-
dividual should be that some-
thing or is that something that
makes him want to be brother
to all with whom he comes
in contact.
Yet as one looks about, he
he sees any number of forces
at work which prevent him
from actually being the per-
son of which he is capable.
Oftimes as we look about our-
selves we see within ourselves
things with which we are
deeply disturbed. We see our-
selves being slaves to customs,
cultures, social patterns and
love the brethren. Only to the ISpeaking For
life because he had learned to
extent that this becomes a part l Plans were corn
of each of us will we ever be le bringing the Tougaloo South-
able to see the real value of Religion Week ,ern Christian Choir for a con.
The social, cultural, eco- ,cert, during a recent meeting
nomic barriers that keep us Annual observance of Re- of a group of Mississippi Blvd.
from being the persons we 1 1Christian anirch m b - t
ON SEMESTER HONOR ROLL
Bolden, Juanita Wiggins, and Betty Duncan. Standing, same
order. are Emery L. Somerset, Mary E. Spearman, Mary R.
Robinson, Carolyn Ann Clark, Sally M. Roddy, Mae Frances
Gordon, Mattie Kirkwood, Rubystine Turner, Alteena Foster,
Peggy Robinson, Tommie Green, Katrina W'ortham and
Geraldine Stephens. — (Hooks Bros. Photo)
such great joy are no more.
We see life in an entirely new
perspective. We wonder about
ourselves! We join that great
host of men who have come
to the point of wonderment.
We search and oftimes search
in vain. Then something !
dawns upon us. We have
found the answer!
LOVE ENTERS
After a change of outlook,
we fanally conclude that a
change has taken place be-
cause we love. The power of
love has taken hold on us. No Some 23 students were given certificates at Booker T.longer are we content to do
'Washington High school recently for receiving no gradethe little mean things we did
yesterday. We look at our. lower than "B" during the past semester and on the
selves in disgust when we Isemester examination, but not one of those students was
think of the smallness we have a troy. Seated from left are Geraldine Robinson, Earnestine
exhibited. We try hard to McGhee, Mary L. Foote, Yvonne L. Williams, Gloria B.
account for what has happen- IFIernings, Anne D. Taylor, Annie Ruth 'Terrell, Imogene
ed to us and we find we hive
learned to love. It is in this
thatg I Talladega Dean 'Tougaloo Choir
point johninsalidfetthhaatthwe ekncehwan-e. 
he had passed from death into I
To Sing Here
'Blue Flame Social
Club Elects 1963
pleted for 
Officers At Meet
Officers for 1983 were elect-
ed when members of the Blue
Flame Social club met recently
at the home of Mrs. Tarleda H.
Cox, at 205 S. Driver.
the like and oftimes these do should be must be moved. 
Iligious Emphasis Week is un- The offciers are Mrs. Cox,the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
not lend to the fullest growth The things that have blinded derway
 at LeMoyne College G. Olive, Jr., of Walker ave. president; Mrs. Elizabeth
 Bul-
us over years and decades and will continue through Fri- The program is scheduled to 
lock, vice president; Mrs. Lucy
must fall with the onslaught day. sppi
of a new an better way o Guest minister for the week'bBelvdp. reehnrtiesctlianat ChMurcish,ssig4'
refrain from these forces. life. Something must happen is, Dr. Everett W. MacNair,IMississipoi blvd., Fri day,
Within there is something at to us to make us new persons. d-an of chapel and professor march 22.
work—something that plagues Sometimes this is a slow pro- I of religion 
-
at, Talladega Col- .
, The ceilege choir rates as
day after day. But we rather cess but it must be a process . ilege n Talladega, Ala. one of the finest singing groups
not adhere to this voice. We 'that moves us to a state that 
want to satisfy the voices we know we are traveling the
He speaks daily at 10:30 in this area is directed by L.
'
:a.m. during chapel hour and
'holds special afternoon con- 
W. Lovelace.
without and feel that at this upward road.
point we are making our con- We must not confine broth- ferences with students. 
Olive, general chairman of
tribution to our day and time. ,erhood to a period of one 
the program, is a member of
In vain this voice beckons us Iweek—one hundred and for- His wife, Mrs. I
rene Mac-the college s trustee board.
to reach for the better things ty-four hours. But this state Nair, accompanied
 him to' Committee members include
of life. Constantly we allow of mind must extend to the 'Memphis and will giv
e anliiIrs. Laura Cade, Mrs. Eunice
the outer voice to have greater 'end of our days. We must illustrated lecture 
on "Land Snell, Mrs. Ann L. Weathers,
impact upon us. ,dedicate ourselves to the high- ,of the White Elephant." 'Charle
s S. Johnson. Charles E.
Then one day a new sense est and noblest being of which ' The MacNairs recently corn- 
Evans, Mrs. Mildred Riley,
breaks loose in us. A new vi- each of us is capable. Some- ' Mrs e
neta Qualls, Mrs. Ida
sion is evident in our ears, thing must change on the in- p
leted a tour of the world. Mae Lockard, George Parker,
of the nerson
A NEW LIFE
Trv as we may. we can not
The outer voice loses its glow, side so strong that a perma-
Hour by hour, day by day and nent change takes place on the
week by week the things that outside. We must lift ourselves
used to bring us such great beyond the confines of this
pleasure now leave us and world and move to a fuller
we finally conclude ! that a and far more meaningful way
phasis in life has changed— of life. We must be able to
our whole outlook in life has say in the words of John,'
taken on a new glow. The "I know that a change has
things that used to fill us with taken place because I love."
U.S. Suit Challenges Va.
Segregated Seating Law
ALEXANDRIA, Va. -- (UPI)
.
—Two Negroes asked a Fed-
eral court to strike down the
state's segregated seating law
because it is unconstitutional.
The Negroes, Lillian S. Black-
well of Vienna, Va., and Fred-
die Lee Harrison of Arlington,
questioned the law in a suit
filed here in U.S. district court.
The pair said they tried to
buy tickets at two Arlington
movie theaters last November,
but were turned down because
of their race.
The law covers numerous
seating facilities, such as
theaters, ball parks, drug
stores and waiting rooms,
Many of these have been de-
segregated in the state but
others still require separate
seating for Negroes and whites.
The suit named Gov. Alber-
tis S. Harrison, State Atty.
Gen. Robert Y. Button, Com-
monwealth's Attorneys Wil-
liam Hassan of Arlington and
Robert Fitzgerald of Fairfax
County, the police chiefs of
both Arlington and Fairfax
rees..•
and three amusement firms.
The firms are the Neighbor-
hood Theater Inc. of Rich-
mond, Lee Amusement Corp:v.!
ration of Arlington and Jeffer-
son Theater of Falls Church.
The suit, filed by Alexandria
attorney, Otto Tucker, claimed
state laws requirng the seg-
gregation of public facilities
violated the 14th Amendment.
Tucker asked for an immedi-
ate, t-rnporary injunction un-
til a hearing could be sched-
uled.
UNIFORMS
Usher board, Douro....
Mother of Church,
Nurses, Missionary,
Prayer Sand
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Slaws S to 52
tong, Short and ;4 Slitorm
/ADDIS FOS USIIIRS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
Low..? Prices Available
WRITE fOR flEE CATALOG :t7
SPRINGER EAMON UNIFORMS
70114 St , N.E. 77 Alabama It., Ow.
Washington 2.D.C. AtIsst• 3, ilesrsis
SAVE 80* 'under price ishome deliveredmilk
each time you buy 2 half gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL,
CUSTOM
WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Mornpkis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yee Ask Fer And
Creates Whet You Think Of"
COMPARE AT 49C
GOLDEN THIMBLE
COTTON PRINTS
yard
Wash and wear cottons
in geometries, florals,
novelties and border
prints. Bright beg;nning
for your new wardrobe.
W. T. Grant Downtown
Main At Gayoso
Miss Agretta Whitaker and,
J. T. Chandler, chairman of
NEED
SHI
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Tillers Is a reason why people
Hirt, to sic business with us. You,
too, will like our courteous treat-
ment and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday j
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9,00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Own•d • Horn• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"5.3 lik• to say y•• to your
loan request"
Examln•d and Supervised by
th• State Deportment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Maln, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Be Sure to Watch TV
Every Sunday Morning at
9:00 A. M. for
TV GOSPEL TIME
Enjoy your favorite Spirituals, Hymns and
Gospel Songs—sung by stars of stage, radio,
television and records. It's entertainment and
inspiration for the whole family.
9:00 A. M. SUNDAYS
WMCT—TV CHANNEL 5
Murray, secretary; Mrs. Ber-
nice Armstrong, assistant sec-
retary; Mrs. Dorothy Miller,
treasurer; Mrs. Geneva Moss,
parliamentarian; 'Mrs. Dorothy
Holmes, chaplain, and Mrs. Al-
ma Lee Smith, reporter.
Other members of the club
are Mrs. Barbara Seals and
Mrs. Jessie Seals. Club sweet-
heart is Clyde Latham.
Meetings are held the sec-
ond and fourth Monday nights
of each month.
Contributions
Of Negro Told
By Guest Panel
"The Contributions of the
Negro to Western Civilization"
was the theme of a Negro His-
tory Week program at Beulah
Baptist church on Sunday'
night.
On the program were three
educators, an editor and a
supervisor of a local insurance
firm.
Speakers and the areas of
contributions they discussed
were Dr. Fred T. Lofton, Owen
college dean of students, "Re-
ligion;" Alexander Sanders,
Douglass High school science
teacher, "Science;" Thomas I.
Willard, dean-registrar of
Owen college, "Education;"
and Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor
of the Tri-State Defender,
Politics."
Willard Bell, supervisor of
the department of purchasing
and printing at Universal Life
Insurance company, was the
moderator for the program.
Other participants on the
program were Mrs. A. L. Dilli-
hunt, who led out in devotions;
M/SS Patricia Hackett, who
gave a reading, and C. W.
Westbrooks, who offered a
Choirs Install
New Officers
The senior and gospel choirs
at First Baptist Church, 2849
Broad ave., have made plans
to hold a joint installation cer-
emony Sunday, Feb. 17, at 3
p. m.
7/te ,Ilea)2.1
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vote of thanks for the speak-
ers and was chairman of the,
program.
11111
Remarks were made by the
pastor, Rev. W. C. Holmes,
Mrs. Dorothy Saulsberry was
co-chairman of the program
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National Burial
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SHIRLEY PURNELL
MARY TOWNS
EARNESTINE McGHEE
CAROLYN RANDIE
ESSIE MACSWINE EARLLE MAE BRITES
*They Are Seeking To
Wear Winner's Crown
ber of Saint Mark Baptist
church and affiliated with the
Las Jacintas Social club, Li-
List Of Qualifiers Increase In lid-South' Contest
NORMA JEAN TAYLOR
JOYCE CARNEY
PATRICIA TERRELL
NOR KISH TRVEMAN
SANDRA WHITE
SHIRLEY SMITH
Miss Carol* Randle, 19, a
freshman at Tienderson Busi-
ness college, who is the daugh-
ter of Elder and Mrs. C. L.
Randle, is an active member
of the Lambert Church of God
in Christ. Carolyn, who resides
at 2757 Select Ave., enjoys
sewing, dancing and singing.
She aspires to become an ex-
ecutive secretary.
Miss Alyce Faye Giles, 16,
a junior at Hamilton High
school, resides with her par-
Miss Amelia Gibson 16 a.
" ents Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Giles
ljunior at Booker T. Washing- 858 LeMoyne Park' Apt. EIon High School, who is the ., is aaiaceaffiliated with the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Doris Terrellett Social club, Gracious
Gibson, 1621 Victor 
st' 
Still Ladies. FBLA and the Latin
undecided about her future Club of School.
aspirations, she enjoys danc-
school, who is the daughter of
reading and singing Ame- Miss Marion Green, 16. aMr. and Mrs. Shelby Purnell 
and aha, who is a majorette /IV 960 Keel ave. Playing the senior at Mt. Pisgah High
member of the Y-Teens atWitiano sewing, bowling and School, is the daughter of Mr
school, attends Mt. Olive CME
e ra e measures 
and Mrs. Ula Green of 2202
C9thBerry Hill Rd. in Arlington
She plans •to become a regis-
tered nurse. Her hobbies are
dancing, swirnming and read-
ing. She is a member of the
Morning Grove Baptist church
and is affiliated with the Math
club and Gracious Ladies club.
While she keeps an eye on .
The above participants in aspires to become a teacher.
the "Miss Mid-South" in the Miss Ford is an active mean-
Memphis area are rapidly
clbsing the gap in the num-
biir of votes pouring daily into
the Tri State Defender. Most
of the gins- hays past the qua- i brary club and French club.
lifying mark of the contestShe is very impressive with.
which is the first large scale'a, 34, 23, 36% maasurement.
beauty and popularity con-
t4st for Negro girls in the
Mid-South.
Among sbme of those who
mialified in this area are:
' Miss Shirley Ann Purnell,
IP, a senior at Manassas high
dancing' keeps Shirley busy
her measurements of 34, 22, 23, 1,12•
316. Miss Purnell is a very ac-
tive member of the St. Paul MAs Eunice Logan, 16. ajunior at Lester High school,Baptist Church where the Rev.
B. H. Herring is pastor. She is is the daughter of Mr. and
also affiliated with the Cotil- Mrs. Elmo Logan of 521 Lip-
ford st. Eunice, who is veryIon club, National Honor So-
aiety and the Double Ten of active in her religious, social
Manassas high school, and civic organizations enjoys
reading, music, and dancing.
' Miss Norish Trueman, 19, a
4ophomore at Tennessee A Lta I
university, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Trueman
of 387 E. S. Lauderdale st.
Norish, who aspires to become
a mathematician enjoys
swimming, reading and danc- Her hobbies are singing, play-
ing. When she is not occupied ing the piano and reading.
with one of the above men-i She is a member of the
tioned hobbies she is busyMonumental Baptist church!
keeping a lovely 32, 24, 37 in land is affiliated With the No-
to notch condition -vember club of her church and
Miss Sadie Louise Hollo-
well, 20, a junior at LeMpyne
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelsey J. Hollowell of
3829 Hawkins-Mills Rd. in
Raleigh: In her community she
is affiliated with the Junior
Civic league, assistant girl
scout leader and the Spring
Hill Baptist church. Around
the campus she is a member
of the Drama club, Student
Fellowship, National Educa-
tion Association and the Pre-
Alumni of LeMoyne. Miss
the Christian Benevolent'Hollowell aspires to become a
Miss Carolyn Hollingsworth, Lodge Society. school teacher,
da7, a senior at Hamilton high
11111c: hool, who is affiliated with Miss Rose Marie Dotson, 17, Miss Earlie Mae Riles. 16,
the Debeton Society, Future
Business Leaders of America
and the Science Club of her
school, resides with her par-
ents Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hol-
lingsworth, 2086 Swift st. She
aspires to become a teacher.
She enjoys sewing, dancing
_ Greater Prospect Baptist
and cooking and is a mem
church and is affiliated withber of the Mississippi Avenue
the senior glee dub at Mel-Seventh Day Adventist church.
rose high school. She is a
make-up artist at Carsla Bou-
, Miss Beverly Allen, 18, a Miss Norma Jean Taylor, 17,
freshman at LeMoyne college, t'clue• a senior at Lester High school,
who incidentally was recently is the daughter of Mr. and
Crowned Miss Freshman at Miss Joyce Carney, 17, a Mrs. J. A. Taylor of 2866 Pres-
LeMoyne, is a very active senior at Manassas High ton Ave. Norma, who aspires
irnember of the Saint Stephen school, who is a member of to become a dramatist, enjoys
Baptist church. Beverly, who the Double Ten Society, Las
enjoys music and reading, is Primwras Social club, NDCC
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sponsor and the Junior Usher
Miss Katherine Ann Woods,
16, a junior at Melrose high
school is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Woods. 2766
Enterprize Ave. She plans to
become an English teacher.
a junior at Melrose high school
a junior at Mt. Pisgah Highis the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Benjamin Dotson, 690-I school, is the daughter of Mr.. and Mrs. Willie Lee Biles of
Georgia Ave. Her hobbies are 7
singing, dancing, collecting 
259 Bridgewater Rd. Earlie,
albums and reading. Rose who 
enjoys dancing and cola
aspires ot become an opera
!eating photographs, aspires to
singer She is a member of become a 
model, journalist and
. 
mathematician. She is a mem-
ber of the Math club, Future
Teachers, -N.H.A. and Major-
ettes.
reading, singing and dancing.
She is a member of the Early
Grove Baptist church. She is
George Farmer of 1222 Marble board of the Gospel Temple also affiliated with the Cotil-
ive. She measures 34, 24, 37% Baptist ,church She resides lion club, Gracious Ladies, Na,
with her mother, Mrs. Lizzie tional Honor Society, and she
a Miss Patricia Ford, 16, a Carney of 701 Vollentine Ave. is president of the City Wideinior at Manassas High Her aspirations are to become Library club. When she is notoccupied with one of the above
mentioned, she is busy keeping
a lovely 34, 24, 38 in good
shape.
rchool, is the daughter of Mr.
krui Mrs. Mackie Ford of 1125
Capitol ave. Pat enjoys danc-
ing, colrig and singing, she
an airline hostess or an ele-
mentary teacher. Her hobbies
are playing records, swimming,
tennis and collecting novelties.
Miss Patricia A. Terrell, 16,
a senior at Woodstock High
school, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Goldie Terrell of
4860 William Rd. in Milling-
t  h !alai h k, on. Her o es are orseb ac
lriding, piano playing and bi-
cycle riding. She is a member
of the West Cannon Mission-
ary Baptist church where she
is very active with a number
of civic, religious and social
organizations.
Miss Sandra White, 17, of
961 Clack Place, a senior at
Booker T. Washington high
school, who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carzie White.
Miss Bevery Ann Allen, 18,
of 1252 Marble Ave., a fresh-
man at LeMoyne college, who
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Farmer.
Miss Mary Towns, 18, of
1544 Locust St., a graduate of
Douglass High school, who is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Towns.
Miss Patricia Cummings, 17,
of 3088 Ford Road, a junior
at Mitchell High school, who
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawyer Cummings.
Miss. Earnestine McGhee, 17,
of 368 F. Lauderdale, a senior
at Booker T. Washington High
School, who is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Mc-
Ghee.
Miss Evelyn Dailey, 18, of
Louisville, Miss., a freshman at
Henderson Business college, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Dailey of the same ad-
dress.
Miss Shirley Smith, 18, a
freshman at Henderson Busi-
ness college, is a resident of
Hazelhurst, Miss. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Bettye Smith.
Miss Essie B. McSwine, 19,
a freshman at Henderson Busi-
ness college. A resident of
Greenwood, Miss., she is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. B.
T. McSwine.
Miss Gloria Jean Woodward,
491 Simpson Ave., is the 17-
year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester B. Hill. She, is a
senior at Carver high schdol.
"Brotherhood"
Program Al Bethel
As A Good Citizen
When the Council of Pic.
byterian Men of Bethel Pres- 
ibyterian church, 1060 Missis- s expected to
sippi Blvd., sponsors its annual Lured speech.
Brotherhood program, Sunday,r Music will be supplied by
Feb. 17, at 6 p.m., Rev. L. F. the Bethel Men's chorus. Rev.
Haygood, pastor of Parkway James A. McDaniel is the pas-
Gardens Presbyterian church, tor.
SADIE HOLLOWELL
ROSE DOTSON
5IARION GREEN
BEVERLY ALLEN
PATRICIA FORD
GLORIA WOODARD
ACTOR IVAN DIXON
Actor Ivan Dixon center), is prominently
featured opposite Ralph Bellamy and Brad-
ford Dillman In "Chain Reaction" - draina
of a brilliant scientist whose irresponsibility
causes the death of a distinguished scientist
CAROLYN HOI.I.lNGsSulti II
EUNICE LOGAN
KATHERINE WOODS
%MELIA GRIBSON
PATRICIA CU M MIN GS
ALYCE FAYE GILES
Stimbert Speaks
el To Teacher's
Association
- on ABC-TV's "Premiere," presented b
Fred Astaire, Thursday, Feb. 21, 9-10 p.m.
Memphis time. Dixon appears as David M
Beya, a young Tanganyikan student-assistan
In the Research Institute.
Ohioan To Speak Here
'Churchman's Sunday'
Mrs. Harvey M. Williamson,
chief of the Division of Social
Administration of the Ohio
Department of Public Wel-
fare, and a resident of Cleve-
land, Ohio, will be the guest
speakzr when the eighth
MRS. H. M. WILLIAMSON
deliver the fog-
Churchman's Sunday is ob-
served at Second Congrega-
tional chnrch on Sunday, Feb.
17, at 3 p.m. •
Mrs. Williamson, whose
husband is the brother of Dr.
Juanita Williamson of the Le-
Moyne college faculty and
Mrs. Emma Williamson John-
son of 1217 Cannon, is a mem-
ber of the Executive Council
of the United Church of
Christ.
She was a delegate to the
International Congregational
Council at Rotterdam, Hol-
land, last summer later was
leader of a course, "Christian
Citizenship in the World," at
a retreat held at Berchtesga-
den, Germany.
Also participating on the
program will be Mrs. Alphonse
S. Hunnicutt, 'Mrs. William C.
Mardis, Lonnie F. Br.iscoe,
Milion A. J. Bander and the
pastor, Rev. J. C. Mickle.
Music for tha program will
Lbe furnisheti by the LeMoyne
[`College choir under the di-
rection of John W. Whittaker.
The speaker will be intro-
duced by Miss Marta:Ile Trigg,
associate professor of social
science at LeMoyne and a
memher of Second Congrega-
tional church.
•
MRS. CHARLE P ROLAND
Named Chairman
Of Annual Meet
More than 300 members of
the Bluff City Educational As-
sociation met at Booker T.
Washington High school last
Saturday to hear Supt. E. C.
Stimbert outline .the meaning
of a professional teachers' or-
aanization.
Stimbert prefaced his re-
marks with the observation
that the local teachers' organ-
ization was not to be regarded.
as tools of the Board of Edu-
cation or the superintendent's
office. Rather, they are to ba
considered, he noted, as ad-
juncts to the official admin-
istrators of the public educa-
tion program for the commu-
nity. The teachers organiza-
tion, as Stimbert explained it,
is expected to be as definitely
concerned with educational
problems as the Board of Ed-
ucation and -administrative of-
ficials . . . and to be as active-
ly interested in finding solu-
tions to problems of public ed-
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland of
1313 S. Parkway East has been
appointed general chairman of
the General Alumni associa-
tion of LeMoyne college. The
association will be in session
on the campus Saturday, June
1.
The June 1 meeting will be
a reunion of all LeMoyne
alumni with special recogni-
tion going to graduate of the
"3" years 11963, 1953, 1943,
1933, 1923, 1913, 1903, 1893,
18831.
Mrs. Roland was appointed
chairman by the national pres-
ident, Lonnie F. Briscoe, at a
recent meeting of the associa-
tion's executive committee.
She's already at work select-
ing a committee and making
plans for the occasion.
Mrs. Roland is head of the
audio-visual department at
LeMoyne.
ucation as he and his staff are.
Stimbertas position was re-
ceived with enthusiasm by the
,teachers present, representing
1,400 members of the city's Ne.
'gro teachers' professional or-
ganization.
Nat D. Williams, interim
president of the organization,
presided at the meeting.
Items of professional inter-
est emphasized at the meet-
ing, following a devotional ser-
vice conducted by Rev. H. A.
Suggs, Hamilton High School
-faculty member, included se-
lection of committee chairman
to organize action for Teacher
Career Month in April, adop-
aion of a committee to act on
a resolution for the establish-
ment of a Classroom Teacher
Department of the local asso-
,ciation, assignment to the bud-
'get committee, headed by E. C.
Jones to consider a raise in the
membership dues of the asso-
ciation, the appointment of a
Sunshine committee to supple-
ment the work of the Teacher
Welfare Committee to take
care of considerations relative
:to sick and deceased teachers
in the local system.
The Building Representatives
of the various schools were de-
scribed by Stimbert as the ba-
sic representatives of the class-
room teachers. And he noted
they should be among the best
teachers in the schools, as well
s able to give adequate repre-
sentation to the teachers ea,
he schools from which they
come.
A cony constitution of the
Bluff City Teachers associa-
tion was given to all the city's
1,848 Negro teachers and
school personnel.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
A New Day For Dixie
Reasonable men, even .in Dixie,
will view with a degree of satisfac-
tion the calm and intelligent handling
of the admission of Harvey Gantt by
Clemson College in South Carolina.
This is in marked contrast to the riot-
ing and bloodletting that accompa-
nied James Meredith's entrance at
the University of Mississippi, last
October.
Clemson's administrative officers
have displayed a level of moral in-
tegrity that should hasten the liqui-
dation of Jim Crowism as the way of
life below the Mason and Dixon Line.
The pattern of graceful compliance
with the law, even by a state that
precipitated the Civil War, is now so
established as to make future physi-
cal resistance to school integration
an act of utter folly.
Though the South Carolina col-
lege has served notice of appeal to
the United States Supreme Court, it
is a gesture intended to pacify those
who yet hope for a revival of a dying
social order. But a new day is dawn-
ing; a new conception of man's digni-
ty and rights has come as a challenge
to America's vision of democracy.
And the South, caught in the Niagara
of events, must conform or once more
vitiates its allegiance to the Union.
She is at this point heeding the
counsel of wisdom. For, as Lord Rus-
sell once said, "There are duties high-
er than personal inclinations." The
time calls for social change, and men
have never been able to stem the tide
of history.
A. Much Needed Program
A grant of $7,220,000 to further a
better grasp of contemporary condi-
tions in Latin America, Asia and
Africa by undergraduates and re-
search scholars has been announced
by the Ford Foundation.
Six colleges and universities will
be recipients of a total of $1,722,000
for development of international stu-
dies at the undergraduate level. This
program, which is an intensification
of an effort begun by a foundation
grant in 1959, is aimed to help make
international affairs a permanent
part of undergraduate liberal educa-
tion.
It springs from recognition of a
need for American students to "get
outside their own world" through
constantly sharpening their knowl-
edge of the individual problems of
other countries, a representative of
the foundation said.
Participating will be Dartmouth
College, Indiana University, Uni-
versity of Kansas, Mills College,
and Sweet Briar College. This is
largely an effort to keep pace with
the greatly stepped-up demand for
factual knowledge of non-Western
countries shown by today's college
student. Steps should be taken, he
thinks, to make sure faculties are
equipped to provide the desired in-
struction.
The country's leading universities
have made considerable progress in
developing international-studies pro-
grams at the graduate level. Now
many undergraduate colleges need
help in introducing or strengthening
teaching about non-Western areas
and their international relations.
The United States' world position,
no doubt, requires that more college
graduates =- including those who do
not intend to become specialists in in-
ternational affairs—have a knowl-
edge and understanding of other cul-
tures and of the world-wide aspects of
their fields.
The motivation is to get a more
realistic perspective in the light of
the newer role the American leader-
ship has been called upon to play.
The Ford Foundation could have
easily included some such Negro Uni-
versities as Howard and Fisk with
much justification and without
straining its financial commitments.
It is a great pity that this inclusion
was not contemplated. Negro under-
graduates in Negro colleges need to
have their vision broadened on the
scone-and reality of the non-Western
world. They, too, often tend to nur-
ture a provincial point of view.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Sto'xes
As A Good Citizen
Where are the other volunteer
workers? Where are the Negro vol-
unteer workers? These were the ques-
tions I asked myself as I entered a
basement dining-hall at Evergreen
Presbyterian church last Friday
night to attend a "Volunteer Recog-
nition Dinner" sponsored by the
Memphis and Shelby County Unit
of the American Cancer Society.
Before arriving I had been in-
formed that one Negro Volunteer
worker would receive a plaque for
donating 1,000 hours, during which
time she transported Cancer Clinic
patients, Negro and whites alike —
,to and from the clinic and their
homes.
I was also informed before my
arrival that another Negro woman
would receive honorable mentions
for donating 1,452 hours in transport-
ing patients. However, I did expect to
see other Negro volunteer workers at
the recognition dinner.
MRS. LEE COLLIA HILL
The Negro women who received
the plaque is Mrs. Lee Collia Hill,
284 W. Fields Ave., who is employed
as a domestic worker. She transports
the patients each Thursday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. — a volunteer job she
has been doing for the last six years.
It is estimated that she has trans-
ported 2484 patients during that time.
Mrs. Bertha Meyers. 493 Carpen-
ter St., of the 1,452 volunteer-hours
note, was not present for her citation
because she was reported ill.
Nearly 50 other volunteers at-
tended the dinner. Most of them re-
ceived awards or some other recog-
nition.
In face of the fact that only two
Negro women--and not any Negro
men — are giving of their time for
a worthy community project be-
spealcvof derelection of eiyic respokn-
sibilitg. Thii points up painfully
sharp that Memphis Negro citizens
are in dire need of self analysis for
the purpose of bringing into focus the
automatic duties and responsibilities
accompanying the transition from a
completely racially desegregated so-
ciety to a society of full citizenship
and its accompanying burdens.
He who would enjoy the bounty
of a democratic form of government
must bear its burdens. Relutance in
assumption of the total tasks of a
citizen is tantamount to endorsement
of the status quo — to free to be
called slaves, yet too enslaved to be
called citizen.
I arn not unmindful of the fact
that scores of Negroes are still en-
gaged in the day-to-day struggle of
survival in a vicious circle of denials
in the areas of 'education, employ-
ment and participation in the affairs
of government. I am fully acquainted
with the lack of opportunity to dem-
onstrate good citizenship in many
greas of American life. I recognize
the brutal scars inflicted upon body
and mind by the inhuman whip of
many years of slavery.
Nevertheless full citizenship in a
democracy is not free of a burden
—that rest like a yoke upon an ox.
VOLUNTEER NEEDED
Not only is it the Negro's civic
responsibility to share the burdens
of government and the cornmunity, it
is also his Christian responsibility.
I urge my readers to tell their
neighbors and friends about the need
fnr volunteers gt. the Memnhis and
Shelby County Unit of the Ameriean
cancer Societe., which is locgted at
774-A Adams Ave. Volunteer for one
of the several jobs.
7f you do not want to give volun-
teer service to the Cancer
there are many other community
Projects needing volunteer works. It
is not enough to desire to be treated
as a good citizen. You mtlst work hard
at being one.
Closing In On Him
JACKIE ROBINSON
0/ey
'Grim Reaper' Hovers
As Reactions Set In
MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL, Mount
Vernon, N. Y.—Little did I dream, while
writing last week's column in my fifth
floor room of this hospital, that I would be
still here when deadline for another col-
umn came around.
As I mentioned last week, I came here
for a long-delayed operation on a trouble-
some knee which became injured during
my baseball years.
I figured—and so did the doctors—
that I would be here a few days and then,
perhaps, spend a week recuperating at my
home.
We didn't bargain for complications
setting in—which is exactly what happen-
ed. This was probably due to my diabetic
condition.
All I can say is that I have certainly
been a very sick man. Without the unus-
ually fine care I have been given here by
doctors and other staff members — from
the director on down—I shudder to think
what hight have happened.
Unique Case
THE DOCTORS themselves consider
mine a unique case. In fact, the surgeon
who operated on me told me the other
day that he had consulted several fellow
surgeons at a medical convention. None of
his contemporaries had experienced simi-
kir surgery which resulted in the reactions
mine has had.
At this writing, I am undergoing ther-
apy to encourage the use of the knee. I
can't use it yet. I have been through a
great deal of pain and although most of it
is gone now, I am still having lots of
trouble trying to get a full night's rest.
I have been literally pumped with
penicillin and for four or five days had
to be fed intravenously. An antibiotic of
which patients usually receives one gram
at a time has been given to me in triple
dosages, to stem the infection which had
begun to pollute my blood.
ALFRED DUC,KETT
Generally, I am a pretty good patient.
But there was one period when I wouldn't
let anyone touch my leg or knee because
of the awful soreness.
High Standard
THE HOSPITAL people trying to help
me get well have been filing in and out
of my room as if it were a train station.
I got the feeling that I was not receiving
all this dedicated attention simply because
my name happens to be Jackie Robinson.
I just feel that devotion to their jobs is
of a high standard.
Many friends and a lot of people I've
never met have been so considerate. Their
telegrams, cards, letters and phone calls
have helped so much.
You'll always find someone inconsid-
erate though—like the ambitious crutch
manufacturer who phoned me to give me
a sales talk about using his crutches so
he could get some free advertising out of
it.
My wife, Rae, and the children have
been very attentive. Rae has been here
practically every day—sometimes as early
as 8:30 in the morning.
You might be interested to know that
a lot of the injections I have had have
been in that joint which I used so often
to slide in on base.
Not Really Afraid
IT LOOKS as though I'm going to be
able to slide in this time. Forgive the pun,
but I wasn't really ready to "steal home."
A friend called during the crucial time
and asked if I was afraid. My answer was
that I was not afraid—but deeply con-
cerned about the possibility the effect it
would have on my wife and our young
children if I were taken away at this time.
I like to believe that God has a lot of
work left for me to do and wants to give
me time to do if the best I possibly can.
Nix To Solitude
WHEN I was press agent for Mahalia
Jackson, the gospel singer, I was returning
from Europe on the Queen Elizabeth.
There did not seem to be any other Negro
passengers in first-class—but I was not
looking for them nor for anyone else. In
fact, I was in search of what I once heard
a Harlem barmaid demand of a persistent
rather soused Don Juan.
"All I want," this girl had announced
unforgettable, "is a good letting alone."
I had a major writing project to attend
to and I had decided to devote almost all
of my time working on it in my cabin. I
would even have meals sent up rather than
join the festive atmosphere of ocean cross-
ers in the main dining halls of the huge
vessel.
Caused Stir
I HAD no idea that my self-imposed
hermitage would .bring about what almost
became an international incident.
The second day out, the pursers, office
phoned me. Why had I not come down to
dinner? Had I been unwell and forced to
eit in my room?
I explained. The solicitous steward
Wished me well with my work.
But the next day and the next, the
same kindly inquiring calls came from the
steward.
It was a strain not to becomelannoyed
with these friendly overtures. '
I began preparing myself against these
calls—but one blessed day went by with
no phone calls.
Instead, I had a visitor. It was the
steward. He informed me with almost pa-
ternal sternness that I should not.feel in-
secure or unwanted because I was a Negro.
He was eloquent about the racial beningity
of the English people, the ship, its crew
and my fellow passengers. Nothing I could
say would do. When the steward left, he
seemed literally to pat to his proud heart
my reluctant promise tomorrow evening I
would dine in the main dining hall.
Deprived Of Rights
BITTERLY, as I went to bed, I felt
basic civil rights had been wrested from
me. On every big ship dozens of people eat
alone. There are magic little fellows who
appear at a button press to take your
order. But tomorrow, I would not be al-
lowed my way. I dined like a Maharajah
In the palatial dining room the next even-
ing. But I felt like a simpleton because
three different' officers came over to con-
gratulate me on recovery of fears T never
had. The sousdron of waiters who at-
tended me were overflowingly obsecmious.
1. got so much kindness that peonle stared.
And my steward friend—God Bless Him—
passed self-consciously by as I did battle
with A tremendous steak.
I have never regretted the discomfort
I accepted in order not to worsen Anglo-
American relations.
But it had been nice eating the way
I'd wanted lo.
ARE NEGRO TEACHERS
"PROFESSIONAL?"
The largest group of "professional"
Negroes in Memphis consists of public
school teachers. That's true of most com-
munities in the South . . and maybe the
nation.
A profession.. . in the concept of most
people . . . is an occupation that requires
some degree of specialized training . . .
conforms to certain rules of practice and
application . . . and adheres to set rules of
ethical action. In other words a "profes-
sion" calls for more than ordinary training
. . . calls for certain standards of perform-
ance of one's duties in the field of interest
. . . calls for the following of certain prac-
tices and principles . . . and calls for a
rather specialized degree of dedication
and fitness for the occupation that is clas-
sified as a profession.
' Lawyers have a certain distinction 'that
is peculiar to lawyers. Doctors have that
same peculiar distinction. The same is true
of engineers, dentists, accountants, bank-
ers, preachers, and right on to cover all
those occupations where the key word is
"service" . . . rendered by a person spe-
cially trained and dedicated to do a spe-
cific job involving more than mere skill
of Imand or strength of muscle. By these
randomly listed standards, teaching might
be termed a profession.
PROFESSIONAL?
But, because of reasons of race and
the strings attached to the term, it seems
fair right here to ask whether or not most
Negroes employed in the teaching field
may be described as being "professional?"
And when one asks whether or not an in-
dividual working in one of the professions
is "professional," heis- simply asking whe-
ther or not such an individual gives the
impression that he subscribes to and prac-
tices the principales and accepts the values
attributed to said profession.
So the question here is "do Negro pub-
lic school teachers in Memphis conform to,
or meet the standards which the public's
image of a public school teacher sets?"
Are Negro public school teachers here
"professional?"
Just one minute!!! . . . hold it before
you say "No." There's something the local
public should know. In this day when
there is a louder and louder suggestion
that it won't be long before the idea of
integrated faculties in local public schools
will be more than a conversation piece,
this question of the professionalism of
Negro public school teachers is mighty
important.
"THEIR CHILDREN"
It boils itself down to this: Are the
professional principles of the teaching
profession deeply enough embedded in
the minds and outlooks of a sufficient
number of Negro school teachers in Mem-
phis to justify support of their being in-
cluded in integrated faculties?
Would white parents go along with
Negro teachers for their children? As a
matter of fact, do Negro parents really
agree that Negro teachers are desirable
for their children ... or, are Negro parents
just putting up with what they are being
handed . . . hoping for a better day with
integrated schools? Are Negro teachers
•"professional" enough to be placed in any
schools, regardless of the racial identifi-
cation of their pupils?
Well, happily, the answer is on the af-
firmative side ... so far as Memphis Negro
public school teachers are concerned ... if
one is to decide on the basis of the profes-
sional interest displayed by some three '
hundred (300) Negro teachers in Memphis
public schools last Saturday. This number
of teachers responded to a call last Satur-
day from their professional organization,
The Bluff City Education Association, to
meet at Booker T. Washington High school
for a porfessional meeting. They came of
their own volition. They were not "or-
dered" to be present by the Board of Edu-
cation or the Superintendent of Schools.
"MR. STIMBERT"
Rather, the superintendent, E. C. 8tim-
bert, was present, and commended those
present on the evidence of professional
interest they showed by their presence.
After paying his own joining fee to
become a member of the Association, he
stressed the fact that he considered it a •
sign of professional growth and interest
for so many of the teachers to be present
on Saturday. .. the one day teachers have
to attend best to personal affairs, and do
those little extras demanded to make ends
meet by extra jobs and the like.
With his remarks Stimbert indicated
his understanding of the specialized prob-
lems teachers face in Memphis . . . and
elsewhere. He indicated, to the great satis-
faction and relief of the teachers, his un-
derstanding of the many factors which
make it so difficult for a teacher who wants
to be a real teacher to be "professional."
In his remarks to the teachers and in
his answers during the question and
answer session of the meeting, he estab-
lished his intense personal interest, as the
number one public eductaional figure in
Memphis, in the welfare and progress of
local teachers. The teachers present "lov-
ed" it. His attitude lent the first affirma-
tion to the belief that most of the teachers
of Memphis . . Negro and white . . are
"professional" in their outlook. All they
want is somewindication that such profes-
sionalism is appreciated and desired.%
Here's to the growth of the idea. Selah.
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• Basle Insists Swing Has Never Been Away'
By MORTON COOPER
Special to this Defender
NEW YORK — Month in and month out, the night
club shows at Manhattan's Basin Street East do turn-
away busineig for the simple reason that they are so
consistently good. The waiters there are speedy and
courteous, the tariff is civilized, and the stars chosen to ap-
pear are never less than first rate.
What has come to the approving attention of Gotham
Negroes — and, to an increasing extent, to out-of-town Ne-
groes who visit The Big Stem periodically — is that there
is not the most fleeting hint of a color line at this class club.
Too, to the lasting credit of those involved in operating
Basin Street, no one there gives a second's thought to the
other side of the financial picture: of 'catering or 'encourag-
• ing' Negro patronage.
This non-policy policy has paid off, season after season,
and its very colorlessness extends to the entertainers it stars;
whereas a number of competitive spots practice their own
peculiar form of segregation by hiring colored artists ex-
clusively, and whereas a number more calculatingly hire X
number of Negroes and X number of whites over each season,
Basin Street doesn't give a hang for hue; it is interested only
in acquiring the best talent available.
That the majority of the club's recent headliners have
been Negro happens to be accidental and, at the same time,
a stroke of great luck for nitery aficionados... .....
SAD FAREWELL
It is hardly a secret that the cafe business in New York
has suffered a disastrous setback since the city's crippling
newspaper strike, which can be quickly proved these eve-
nings by making a tour through the wastelands of many of
the usually jammed bistros. One dynamic exception, however,
is Basin Street, which bade a sad farewell to one of the most
successful shows in its history, despite the news blackout.
That ehow was comprised of three names, each of whom on
his own could have drawn customers, and all of whom caused
a steady, happy, overflowing cabaret bedlam. The three
names were /Crises. Russell, Joe Williams. and Count Basic
and his big band.
With all due respect to comedian Russell and muscle-
throated singer Williams, the bill was headed in mile-high
type by The Count, and it is not to fault them in any way
to suggest that the Count was the chief drawing card.
Actually, that's an old story — more than a quarter of
a century old, in fact. Basie, a trained and intuitive musi-
cian, has always packed them in,. always attracted the full
spectrum of music buffs, from the hots to the cools, the hips
to the squares, the Duke Ellingtonians to the Lawrence
Walkers. Watching and listening to Count Baste surreptiti-
ously riding herd over all those horns (and, evidently, the
more on the stand, the more he likes it), there is the abiding
feeling that everything will turn out mathematically flaw-
less, something like a Bach fugue.
One is excited during a Basic session, in an enduring
way one can't stay excited during the turn of any other ses-
sion, in an enduring way one can't stay excited during the
turn of any other jazz band. The music can reach some ex-
tremely loud proportions, certain/y, but the instruments in
concert are played with such blended artistry that you are
never conscious of having your eardrums fractured. No mat-
• ter what ,that band offers — jazz, swing, blues,, ballads, you
mg name it; they can play anything expertly — you are lulled
to imagine an overall spontaneity, zee though these simply are
a group of gifted guys gathered together to blow pleasurab-
ly on the spur of the moment. Yet few bands in the world
are as artfully disciplined, from start to finish, as this one.
"I LOVE CHICAGO"
We called on Count Basic in the hotel which houses
Basin Street East. He opened the suite's door himself, a
short, plump man with large, amiable eyes. He switched
"Bonenza" off the television set and waved us toward the
living room's deepest arm chair.
"Ah, I love Chicago," he acknowledged, settling his con-
siderable bulk relaxedly in the chair opposite. "I wasn't
born there but that's my town. I sure miss the Blue Note.
Every time we played the Windy City, the Blue Note was
a must on our list.
"We should be in Chicago on the 14th of February, mat-
ter of fact, en route to a playing tour through Japan, Aus-
COUNT BASHI ....
trolia, Sweden, and England. That tour'll last six weeks. In
the Chicago area we're gonna play a couple of private dates.
and then get set for overseas." One of the dates is at the
Trianon Ballroom at 6101 Cottage Grove on Wednesday, Feb.
13.
"All those dates overseas in six weeks time?" we marvel-
ed, recalling that he and his men have been hopping across
the ocean periodically, jumping from one country to another
seemingly .with the ease it takes to change a pair of socks.
"Isn't a schedule like that hard? Doesn't it get wearing after
a while?" Grinning, he shrugged, as though to say, "Maybe
so, but it's a way to earn a buck."
MAKE IT LOOK EASY
The Count was asked-about the impeccable Baste rep-
utation for always giving the impression on a stand that
those great sounds are being made up, then and there, for
the first time.
"Thanks," he nodded. "That's the impression we want
to give, of course. Seems to me the whole idea of anything
of a creative nature — music, painting, writing, dancing,
whatever — is that you give the impression it's easy. The
minute somebody stops listening to you or watching you to
analyze you, that's the minute you've failed. If it comes
across like it's been rehearsed, then it's nq good. If it's gon-
na be good, if it's gonna hit home, then the person seeing
or hearing or reading ought to get the notion--even if he
don't realize it that consciously — that it's easy enough for
him to do, too. You don't let on that you've prepared any-
thing.
"Take Fred Astaire, for instance. Or take the great sing-
ers: Bessie Smith, Clara Smith, Ella Fitzgerald, Jimmy Rush-
ing, Rosemary Clooney, Peggy Lee, Joe Williams, Sassy
Vaughn, Billy Eckstine, Pearl Bailey — Pearl's a different
kind of vocalist but she's one of my pets — Sinatra, take
any of 'em. You can't sum up greatness in a single word or
single sentence, but the one thing that makes those people
great is that they make you think they haven't rehearsed a
lick ahead o' time. And you know they're terrific technicians,
every last one of 'em prepares plenty.
LAUDS SINATRA
"While I'm thinkin' about it, let me tell you somethin'
about Frank Sinatra. We cut an album called "Sinatra -
Basic" in Los Angeles. It's been out about two or three weeks.
This man is one of the finest guys I've ever had the pleasure
of working with. He's a sweetheart. Somebody asked me
about him; is he the way some people've painted him, cocky
an' preoccupied with other matters and let's-get-it-over-with?
"Well, that's a full-fledged misconception. This man
knows he's good — as he sure should — but there's nothin'
sloppy about his personality or his work. He could coast all
the way down the line, but he works every bit as hard as
the struggling newcomer. That's class."
If anyone symbolizes pure class, The Count does, as he
did from the beginning. He was born William Basic in Red
Bank, New Jersey, some 50-odd years ago, the son of Harvey
and Lillian Childs Basic. It was his mother, a lively amateur
musician, who encouraged him to get to the piano, stay there,
and develop his obvious sense of music and of rhythm. His
first professional idol was the late, great Fats Waller Who
taught him that, even in improvisation, there must be del-
icacy, a deep feeling and respect for melody within a rhythm.
"You never get anywhere all by yourself," Basic said.
"I can remember some years back when' some friends of mine
in show business honored me by throwin' a party to cele-
brate all my time in music. I couldn't help thinkin' then—
and now, too — of all the changes I've seen in popular music
during those years. And, more, of all the people who helped
me mold my kind of 1111.1Sie. It's generally called 'Basic's
style.' But I'd guess 'Basic's beat' would probably be a bet-
ter description.
BEAT IN THE BLUES
"I first heard that beat in the blues. Wher I was awful
young. I went to work as accompanist for Clara and Bessie
Smith. We called her 'Sister Bessie'; she was one of the first
great blues singers. She's the one who started it -- those
wailing blues that make you want to tap your feet and cry,
all at the same time.
"After that, I went to work with Walter Page's Oklahoma
Blue Devils and later with Benny Moten's band in Kansas
City. Interspersed there was the Harlem rent parties and
playln' in the speakeasies.
"I really opened my ears to that steady, insistent beat
that later developed into what was called 'swing.' Night
after night I sat at the bandstand and I saw that the people,
all kinds of people, had almost the same reaction to the
music. If they were sittin', they tapped their feet. If they
were stanclin', they broke into impromptu dance steps." With
a sly grin he added, "Those were the dance steps that marked
the start of the Lindy Hop."
"What about your beat?" he asked. Basic answered,
"From Walter an' Benny I got the beat, but it wasn't any-
thin' but a naked thing. It took another man to show me how
to dress that beat in a mink coat. That man was Duke El-
lington. He turned beat into smooth swing. Elegant, smooth
swing.
TWO WEEKS WITH DUKE
"None of us who've beets playin' jazz can really ever
put into words what we owe the Duke. lie was out there
all alone takin' the new rhythm and changin' it into a form
that would revolutionize music as we know it."
"The story goes," we said, "that you have limitless ad-
miration for Ellington. Is it really that limitless?"
Basic's head went back and those expressive hands sprang
out. "How limitless is limitless?" he responded. "Nobody's
greater. Once we worked together for two weeks. It was the
hardest, toughest two weeks of my life. Nobody should have
to play alongside of that guy. My happiest moment was when
we closed."
"Honestly?"
"Listen to me," he demanded. "We were combined for
a Columbia recording. It was a thrill, a pleasure, and an
honor just standing and discussin' things with this very great
man. But you know what? He wanted ME to take a solo on
A Train. His own tune, if you please. Duke's own tune.
"You know what I did? I ran for the door;"
Such unwarranted modesty is genuine with The Count,
who said, "Musically, those were the people who molded
me. I'd think that was pretty much the same with Benny
Goodman, Les Brown, Woody Herman, Harry James, and
Tommy Dorsey.
"If there's anything undecided in music these days, if
there's any big question folks might be pondering about
music," Basic went on after a pause, "it might well be the
one that goes, ''Can jazz and swing, as we knew in the 30's
and 90's, ever come back?'
NEVER BEEN AWAY
"There's just one quick answer: It's never been (away.
We kept on playin' throughout the 'cool' period, music with-
out a beat. People stopped dancin' because there was no
strong beat to that music. When they was finally set todance, they discovered rock 'n' roll, and rock 'n' roll has
essentially the same beat as old time rhythm and blues.
• Racists Push Campaign To Drive
Negroes From Two Tenn. Counties
By JERRY De MUTH
MEMPHIS, Tenn. —
Whites are still, fighting a
desperate battle in Fayette,
and Haywood counties to
keep economic and politi-
cal control of these two south-
west Tennessee counties:
A court suit has been won,
proving that the infamous
evictions of two years ago —
which resulted in the eventual
formation of three "Freedom
Village" tent communities —
were the direct result of the
sharecroppers exercising their
right to vote.
But sharecroppers are con-
401inuing to be evicted and thereis fear that this time the evic-
tions stick. The secret behind
this possible success is me-
chanization. The White farm
owners now say they are
evicting the sharecroppers be-
cause of this change.
Yet mechanization was not
introduced in the two counties
, until after the registration be-
gan. Mechanization also is in-
efficient.
Cotton-picking machines do,
riot pick thoroughly and what
they do pick brings a lower'
price. They also need flat land,
to operate best and the land'
in the to counties is hilly. I
If machines are going to be
used extensively, the land
.nust be used extensively, the
land must be bulldozed flat or
some areas cannot be planted.
However, this does not mat-
ter to these racists who al-
ready own proportionatelg
more machinery than do farm-
ers in any other county. Nor
does it matter that the weed-
killer many use, which elim-
inates the need for chopping,
stunts the cotton plant's
growth.
The important thing to them
is to diminish the need for Ne-
gro field labor. As 68 per cent
of the two counties' farmers
are sharecroppers, this means,
the farm owners have a strong
financial hold over a large ma-
jority of the Negroes.
Families who are not evict-
ed outright are being told
that Viey may remain on the
land. But they are also toki
that there is no work for them.
Without work how can they
stay? How can they pay rent?
How can they live?
Some families have moved
off the farms already and the
owners have torn down the
houses so tha.t 110 other fam-
ily can replace them.
Some Negroes have left their
county - to find employmedt.
But moving means losing one's
voting rights until new res-
idence is established. And this
is what the counties' white
citizens want to happen.
These two counties are the
only counties in Tennessee
where Negroes are in the ma-
jority. Fayette County is 78
peg cent Negro and Haywood,
62 per cent Negro. The whites
want to drive out enough Ne-
groes so that they make up
the majority needed to con-
tinue the control they have al-
ways had,
Conflicts result for those
who want homes, jot* and
the right to vote.
'We'll be in thiS sent . . .
It'll be two years in March,"
a woman explains. "We can't
find any house here. A family
is looking for a house for us
in Henderson. My husband
wants to stay here with the
movement, but I want to bet-I
her my condition."
"My husband can only work
for Negro farmers," another
woman in a tent told me.
OtIsers have had to go 42.
miles to Memphis to findi
work. •
FICTMOUS ADS
When the evictions first be-
gan, newspapers began publi-
cizing ads from other parts of
the South for tenant farmers.
Negroes were unwilling ,to go
and whites frequently stress-
ed this. But most of these ads
were fictitious or were from
situations where the wage level
was so low there would have
been no benefit. 
• I
If driving out Negroes by
ending the need for a large
number of farm workers is suc-
cessful, the action will spread
throughout the South. And
these means could be used with
more ease in a state such as
Mississippi.
Employment must be found
so that Negroes can remain
in the counties which are their
home, and which have been
home fof many generations.
One source of hope lies in
two federal programs: Farm-
ers Home Administration and
the Area Redevelopment Ad-
ministration.
But FHA loans are hard for
Negroes to get and when they
are gotten it is only by per-
sistence. One Negro recentlyl
received his loan after trying'
for seven years..
FHA loan applications con-
tain racial identification and
are passed upon by local com-
mittees which are ,all-white.
In 1959, only five peal' cent of
This would be of special
help in giving Negroes employ-
ment, yet this program also
requires "local initiative" by
a committee and few whites
want Negroes to have jobs
which they can't directly con-
trol.
Because of "local initiative"
many are also denied food.
"We were getting govern-
ment food," one woman ex-
plained. "But that suddenly
stopped last fall."
A man from the federal
government set up the surplus
food program and then left it
to be "administered" by local
white citizens.
the FHA Farm Ownershipi Of the three small factories
loans were made to Negroes. in Somerville, only one hires
The ARA act calls for loans Negroes, though another does
for economic development plus have two Negro janitors. A
funds for public loans, direct factory in the southern part of
grants and retraining pro- the county hires no one but
grams, white women and once when
they needed more employees,
rather than hire Negroes, they
hired white women from Mis-
sissippi.
More recently, whites in
Mississippi also have cut off
government surplus food to
Negroes who attempt to reg-
ister.
Negroes must rely almost Despite these precautions
solely on themselves to create the racists found out the name
jobs, to make the conditions of the owner and a South-wide
which will permit them to stay boycott put him out of busi-
in the two counties. nese McFerren then turned to
The Original Civic and Wel- a Memphis distributor. But he
fare League in depressed is expanding rather than hold.
Fayette County is working to- jog his own. His new building
ward bringing in a branch of will also include an office
a Memphis plating factory. store room, service garage with
The company has not discrim- car racks and a laundromat.
inatod at other plants and it A community center ift also'
is hoped it will not discrim- being constructed so that the,
mate here, league and commtinity will
The wages are expected to have a place to gather for
be 68-$10 a day, a lot for those meetings and recreation. Of-
who have been working in flees for a dentist and a doe-
fields for $2-$3 a day wen tor are also planned.
they can find work. Since the registration began,
•
Also in Fayette, Allen
Yancey, jr., Tennessee rep-
resentative of the National
Sharecroppers Fund, his start-
ed a cleaning establishment,
and John McFerren, league
president whom racists once
raised 810,000 to have killed,
is constructing a new building
for his grocery and cafe.
But he still has to go to
Memphis to stock his store
and gat un-named gas for his
pumps. A major oil company
had pulled up its tanks when
the registration movement be-
gan and McFerren then got
gas from a Texas firm which
made its deliveries late at
night in unmarked trucks.
"And you can go on and on. From rock 'n' roll came the
twist and bossa nova and somethin' new will turn up tomor-row. All that is good, it's healthy. The twist is a great thing/It relaxes everybody. It makes everybody conscious of aswingin' beat. And I really mean everybody 
-- I get peopleof all ages out there dancin' again, not just the kids.
"Rock 'n' roll? Some of it really swings, too. And it getsthe kids out on the floor, dancin', don't it? You know what'sgood about it. too? It's foot-pattin' music. No, I didn't sayfoot-tappin'. I said foot-pattin'. That's a lot more solid."
Not a man to credit himself for the numberless innova-tions in American music, Basic went on thanking others.
"There for a time, some years back," he said, "the vogue forthe big bands started to lose some of its steam. I broke upmine and got together a smaller combo; the small ones werethe 'in' thing then.
SECOND BIG BAND
"I wasn't too happy with it, although we did have abunch of great guys, guys like Clark Terry, Buddy DeFranco,Bob Graff, Wardell Ray, Marshall Royal, Freddie Green, LesJohnson. top drawer men like that. The small bands werenever really for me. They're okay for those who play a lot.But I'm in rhythm, I don't play a great deal. And with ebig band I can manage to get lost," he chuckled, again mphtoo modestly.
"It was Billy Eckstine who was instrumental in gettin'
me started the second time around. He kept after me to or-ganize big again. He was on the West Coast and he told me,
'Come on out here an' go on tour. You have any trouble, just
see me'. No trouble, just relief. We toured with Milly andGeorge Sheering and Nat King Cole and Sammy Davis, Jr.There're 16 men in the band now — that's what I like."
Count's current band is, according to the most knowing
observers, the absolute cieam of the musical crop, each man
an artist unto himself. Such a fortunate aggregation puzzles
many in the business who can't understand how he swung
such a Coup; over the past few years really creative hued
musicians have been harder and harder to come by.
"It IS rougher today than it used to be to find the right
musicians," Basle conceded. "But they're there, if you look
around enough. Maybe we don't have what you call 'minorleague' bands anymore, where guys used to get their ex-perience. Instead, though, we have music schools and col-leges where they teach musicians how to play in big bands.
CHANGES IN SOLOS
"There've been changes, too, in the younger musicians'
solos. A lot of the kids today play their own style, and
they're playin' it well. Well, there's no reason why they
should go back to an old style. Nothin' remains the same,
and that's good. If it did, you know, we'd still be playin'
old ragtime."
Basle is brilliant in part because he's never been afraid
to try something new in music. Or so it has been said; his
view is that he hasn't done all that much changing -- dress-
ed up and disguised, the basis of his music is the blues: "75per cent of our jazz book is based on the blues. You canbuild just about anything around the blues."
When he is not on the road, Count Basic spends his timein his 7-room suburban New York home with his wife, Cath-
erine, and his daughter. Diane. "No, my wife don't travel with
me," he declared. "My daughter hasn't been well, and toy
wife devotes herself to Diane. Mrs. Basic manages my placein Harlem, too, Count Basie's Bar and Lounge.
"I don't need very much sleep, never did. About 4 hours
a night'll do it for me. Oh, I cheat a little. When I get up
I'll turn on television and sneak another half hour nap.
"The future? I'll keep goin' as long as the kids want me
to keep goin'. I love this business. But whim things start
fadin", the only thing to do is fade with 'em."
Did he see any evidences of an approaching fade?
He laughed. "Well, I get the gate when I show up at my
own club on 132nd Street. They won't allow me to Playthere. They tell me I'm too square to play with 'em."
"You're kidding!"
"No, I certainly am not," he amended. "They swing with
organ combos and I don't fit in. That's all right; I know an'
realize what I can do there, and anywhere."
COUNT Basic? Hasn't that always been a misprint?
KING Basic seems a lot more appropriate.
LIVING
The latest crop of sharecroppers evicted from
tenant farms in Haywood and Fayette coun-
ties in Tennessee put finishing touches to
their new homes as they Join, other "Tent
City" dwellers, Negro farmers were forced to
build city of tents when irate racists evicted
thetas over two years ago because they regls-,
Negroes have had to go to
Memphis for decent medical
care. One local doctor had
even ripped a Negro's head
wound open and then closed
the wound without even clean-
ing it. A pregnant woman in
labor was denied admittance
to a Somerville clinic because
she did not have enough
money. When she did bring
the additional money, the cost
was increased.
In Haywood, where 300 fam-
ilies are expected to be evict-
ed, the Civic and Welfare
League wants to purchase some
land for families to live on
and farm, growing crops other
than cotton, such as okra,
which requires less land, but
which still offer good returns.
But it is doubtful whether
they can raise enough money
to even make a down payment
on the land.
The Haywood league is also
trying to have a factory
brought to Brownsville. But
they have no assurance that
the plant will not die/criminate.
League president Ode! San-
IN TENTS
tered to vote. The farmer owners are using
machines to do the work the sharecroppers
handled in the past. The federal government
has allocated surplus food for these Jobless,
hungry people, but local officials who handle
It refuse to pass it on, hoping the Negroes
will leave the area completely.
ders has started a laundromat men and women.
and cleaning establishment and In Haywood and Fayette
75 women have been given counties, Negroes are not only
employmenttrying to register to vote. They
Totebag project. are also trying to create em-
Started by Eric Weinberger, Ployment and income for
who last fall won CORE's themselves.
third annual Gandhi award, And they are fighting
the Haywood Handicrafters against mechanization, painful
League (at 307 W. Margin st., when it normally develop;
in Brownsville) is now also here destructive as it is used
making belts and wallets for vicioosly by the racists.
Miles College Stages
Second Job Parley
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
The second annual Job Op-.
portunities Conference will
be held on the Miles College
Campus in the W. A. Bell
Library, Feb. 6-7.
It will be sponsored by the
Department of Business under
the auspices of Mrs. Alice P.
Allen, of the Department of
Business, and co-sponsored be
the National .Urban iesigue,
M. T. Puryear, associate direc-
tor, New York; Clarence D.
Coleman, director. Southern
Regional Office, Atlanta; and
'Harold W. Arnold, vocational
director, Atlanta Ur ba n
League.
deneral consultants to, the
conference include M. T. Pur-
year, New York; Clarence D.
1 Coleman, Harold N. Arnold,
Fr Z. McConnell, Phenizee F.
Ransom and Herm on M.
Sweatt, all of Atlanta.
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!DOOM
Merry
Go-Round
1=▪ -
ic= BY MARJORIE I "LAIN
Union University from which Robert Ratelifie, Angeline Da_
he received his law degree. He via, Ricky Riley and Reginia
also served as U. S. Commis- Riley. Your scribe and Lynne
• sinner from the Weltern Dig- wanted to be there, but we
• trict of New York, and was were among the timid troul.
• an assistant prosecutor at the who feared to venture out.
Nuremberg war criminal trials. FETE CALIFORNIAN
He later served as district at- REV. J. RAYMOND HEN-
• torney. of New York prior ,to DERSON, nationally known
III his election to Congress 12 minister of Los Angeles, world
• 
years ago. traveller and lecturer who also
Naturally, his talk pointed was the builder of famed
up the progress and gains a Wheat Street Baptist Church
his party in the South, and in Atlanta, Ga., visited in
his assessment of the present Memphis week before last.
party in power in Congress! Rev. Henderson was the
and the White House. He urg- house guest of Rev. and Mrs
ed new standards to lead to
the survival of our nation,
begged unity in the party, was
alarmed on the intent of the
proposed domestic Peace Corps,
the news blackout over Cuba
.. and urged family solidarity,
ending on the note that "We
the U.S.) May be the last hope
of all mankind."
CLUB PARTIES
THREE C's SOCIAL CLUB
braved dire elements of our
recent "ice age" in attending
the warm and inviting bridge
party given for the club by
PAULINE BOWDEN at her
beautiful home on East Mc Le-
more Avenue. Combining busi-
A. R. Williams, at their home
on Quinn Avenue; and was
complimented by his friend,
Rev. E. L. Currie and Mrs.
Ctirrie at dinner at Municipal
airport. Mrs. Katheryn P.
Thomas was another member
of the dinner party at the air-
port. Others complimenting the
distinguished visitor were the
' A R Is. . aw es of Brownsville,
Tenn.. where Rev. Henderson
went to visit in the Tent City
area, to which his church in
California has contributed
heavily. Rev. Henderson was
also complimented at dinner at
Mannassas High School with
Mr. L. B. Hobson, principal, as
ness with pleasure. the group host. The dinner was held in
and contributed another Pay- Home Economics Department. nnual NDCC Officerscompleted plans for projects the model living area of thement on their life member- Both Rev. Henderson and: Mr.
Hobson are alumnus of Virgin- t
Charming Bernice Pinkston ia Union University in Vir-
Williams was
new member in the well- DEBONAIRE SET Ball Set For Feb. 23welcomed as a ginia.known club . . . and following Members of the Debonaire
delicious dinner, a session of Set Bridge club were guests
hip with the NAACP.
esteurt't
;lifter last week's splurge in Mita Williams, Dr. B. F. Mc-
loear.Centennial history, we've Cleave, , Dr. Cooper Taylor,
rdereged to our natural habi- Frank Scott, Bill Weathers,
tete 'contemporary social and Elihue Standback and his fa-
gesteral events of note. And, ther, Clint Standback; Mrs.
fail. our vantage perch on Josie Moore, William Tyler;
"Merry Go Round," our sights Mrs. Tom Leatherwood of the
are now focused on events of Shelby County Federation;
the- interim, and especially last Well-known C. Arthur
Week's star-studded parties. Bruce, long a patron and mem-
REPUBLICAN DINNER ber of the Board of Trustees of
More than 400 persons at- LeMoyne College; Miss Bibba
tended the refreshment hour Holland of the headquarters
atid dinner party of local Re- staff; Mrs. Wilene Tyler, Miss
publicans when New York's Penny Bailey, Mrs. Margaret
'Congressman Bill Miller, chair- Huckaba, Dan Davidson, W. W.
man of the National Republi- Walker, Lofton Bowers and
can Party, spoke for the local many others.
family's Kick-Off Dinner at The press table was shared
Hotel Peabody's Venetian by Joe Lapidias of the Press
Ballroom, Monday, a fortnight
ago.
The event lured members
and workers of the Grand Old
Party from points in Tennes-
see, Mississippi and Arkansas,
including many Negro citi-
zens. We of the press were
extended a warm invitation,
and press courtesy at the $5.00
progressive bridge resulted in of Norma Griffin at the Uni-
prizes for Bernice, Ann L. versal Life Insurance Dining
Weathers, Helen Tarpley and Room last Saturday. Prizes
special guests Dorris Bodden were won by Nell Northcross,-
per plate affair committeewoman of Columbus, and Alice 
Henry. Other mem- Martha Galloway and special
Arriving early with Mem- Miss.; Charles Plum, Missis- bers 
attending the meeting guests Doris Ray and Hazel
phis World's social columnist, siripi financial chairman; Sam were Martha 
A. House, Meryl Bass. Other guests, other than
Miss Jewel Gentry, we attend-tWier, Tennessee State Com- Glover. Dorothy 
Chism, Mar' members present were Juanita
ed the reception in the Barlmitteeman of Milan, Tenn.; garet 
Johnson. Eddie Rideout
Room, which followed a press Roy Hall, elector of the 7th and Elphreda 
B. Jones.
conference held in Congress-'Cong. District; Winthrop Rock- During the 
same cold spell,
man Miller's suite in the Pent' efeller, whose magic nameISKC CLUB 
was the guest of
house. We got lost finding the'created quite a stir in theMINNIE MAE 
WOODS at her
press meet but A. D. Hermann, t audience that eagerly looked beautiful home on 
west Fay
National Campaign director t with approval moan the inter- Avenue out 
Riverside Park
saw to it that Mr. Miller was nationally-famed philanthrop- way, with its 
exquisite urn' ley also thoroughly enjoyed(p„Drnesfisrmtimthee wbaebycosunldamneot yet
brought to us at the receptionist who has chosen to devote ishings, valuable 
objects d'art the club meeting.
Another little charmer in
for a personal interview. Dur_ his energies, talent and wealth and exquisite 
silver and china. J-13.G.S. CHARITY BALL
ing the refreshment period we in the forward movement of Creole 
Shrimp and all the The popularity of the J-U- our midst, now almost two
months old is lovely Little
chatted with an many inter- Arkansas and the Mid South; French trimmings 
were the G-S Annual Charity Ball is
eating people of the local and Rubell Phillips — who in- piece de resistance at 
the cozy
group — and, of course, many tends to run for governor of Party, 
which combined good
of our friends and acquaint- the state of Mississippi. fellowship 
among close friends,
ances who attended . .. The speaker, who hailed with a lively 
bridge session
Including Robert Davidson, from Lockport, N. Y., holds de- thrown in for 
good measure.
t-i-.. Mack Lofton and Miss grees from Notre Dame. and SURPRISE BIRTHDAY Row," taken from Embassy 
visiting another set of proud
- 
W h e n CHRIS NELSON'S Row in Washington, D. C., grandparents and their brother,
birthday rolled around during where foreign ambassadors and sister-in-law and uncle, Mr.
the same cold and icy period, their families live. The living,and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg, Sr.,
his mother, Adelaide Ragland, ads will be elegantly costumed Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg,
and his close buddy, McKinley in the native dress of these ,Jr., at their home on South
Butler, conspired to plan a foreign countries. Parkway. Mrs. Mims and the
party to fete his 15th birthday. CHIT CHAT
Also in on the planning was Harriette and Maceo Walker
his aunt, Savannah Mays. hi- are now proud grandparents,
vitations were mailed and their first grandson was born
quietly the plotters went about last Wednesday to their daugh-
their preparations. • ter, Mrs. Harold Shaw and Mr.
The brave party-goers were Shaw in Nashville, where by
SEEK 'MISS
These seven young ladies will represent their
respective schools in the contust fot "Miss
NDCC" to be held at Carver High school
on Saturday evening, Feb. 23. Seated from
left are Vera Merritt, Carver; Granville Har-
ris, Douglass, and Diana Briscoe, Melrose.
Scimitar and a reporter from
ihe Commercial Appeal.
Following the invocation by
Dr. Donald Henning, rector of
Calvary Episcopal Church, and
the singing of the national
anthem led by Mrs. John
Hummel, visiting dignitaries
were introduced, including
Mrs. James Cooper, national
7•T that Singleton-Moore's
Different Good CAFE
Touch Food Changing The Image
554 Vance Ave. - 526 1925 Of A Rectaurant
Why call dam public 'utast.° ti, joints ifr dives or any other
name that destroys the pleasure of slirving a meal with dignity. Why
can't we have a place to g when our out of town guests arrlyst-o
plac• to eat, relax and enloy thisir company and not spend I Ong
hours laboring over a hot state.
Why can't we tak• our •ntir• family out for Sunday dinner - - -
without fear of intimidation or be subjected to loudness and un-
nec•ssary ugly behavior,
The answer is found in the constructive thinking of Mr. and Mrs.
Singleton who operate a restaurant.
_ They s•rve food that is prepared and served in the bait Southern
tradition. Quietness and service is their motto. Thal have trained
ond skilled workers and an attractive dining area. The restaurant
Is Grade A.
Minist•rs, laymen, church women, t•ockers and all people V, ;1 0
enjoy good fond, can feel free to come for service.
You will lIke the load, the atmosphere and th• fri•ndly, prompt
' a. P,a.ared od for "Take Out" can be h. . on orders
McKinley Butler, Mary Truitt,
Larry Harralson, Mary Kidd,
Deborah Green, Ozzie Thomp-
son, Eudora Green, Mae By-
as, Charles Allen, Robert Al-
len„ Kenneth Waller, Juanita
Jackson, Carolyn Eason, Pri-
mus Tillman, Brenda Scott,
Sidney Ford, Tyriana Gregory,
SEEK 'MISS NDCC' TITLE tional Defense Cadet Corps for
seven Memphis high schools.
Seven co-eds will be corn- Judges for this year's "Miss
peting for the title of 'Miss NDCC City Wide" will be Mrs.
NDCC' in a contest to be held Frederick Rivers, 1970 S.
at the Carver High school Parkway east; Mrs. Fred Sain,
gymnasium on Saturday even- 684 Rozelle, former supervisoring, Feb. 23, at 6:50 p.m. of . Welcome Wagon, and Joe
The contest is an annual af- Skelton, 3773 Kentwood, ex-
ecutive with Life of Georgia
Insurance company and real
estate broker.
The contestants include Miss
Vera Merritt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie Jones, 1115
Saxon, Carver High school;
Miss Granvilla Evelyn Har-
ris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shallie Harris of 1578 War-
ford, Douglass High school,
ahd Miss Diana Briscoe, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie F.
Briscoe 753 Boston, Melrose
High school.
Also Miss Helen Ann Pru-
dent, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Prudent of 854 Decatur,
Booker T. Washington High
school; Miss Claudette Tucker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam R. Tucker of 1412 Scott,
Lester High school, Miss
baby will be here for a two Beverly Watkins, daughter Of
week visit, and we are headed Mr. and Mrs. George Watkins
right there to help coo over of 1192 Tully, Manassas High
this precious armful. school, and Miss Carla Ann
Get well wishes are extend- Allen, daughter of Mrs. Addie
ed to Mrs. Martha Graham, R. Allen of 1400 Gill, Ham-
who has been confined at Ilton High school.
last week-end all members of Riverside Sanitarium at Nash- The winning contestant will
the Walker-Ish clan had con- 1 ville, following surgery here be crowned. during the ball
. . . and to our well-known which follows the contest and,
friend, Dr. W. W. Gibson, head banquet.
of the Biology Department at
LeMoyne, who is in E. H.1
Crump Hospital, following a'
tragic accident last week. i
Lewis, Mary Ethel Jones, and fair held in connection with
Virginia Grinner.
Vivian Willis, Vernita Wat- the annual Officers' ball and
son, Pearl Gordon, LaMaris 
banquet for cadets of the Na-
Robinson. Alice Kilpatrick, An-
nie Laurie Willis, Ethel Wynn, father, genial A. Maceo Walk-
Julia Collths and Cecelia West- ter also left last week-end. At
being manifested in the many Miss Cherly Ann Mims, daugh-
out-of-town guests who will be ter of Mr. and Mrs. George
in town for the spectacular Mims, of Daytona Beach, Fla.,
event. The theme of the ball 1who. with her mother, the for-
this year is "Down Embassy mer Miss Clara Ann Twigg, is
verged to see the handsome
wee heir. Mrs. Walker and her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Johnetta K.
Hozay left early last Wednes-
day; Pat's aunt, Mrs. G. W.
Ish, Jr., went up last Friday,
and proud and excited grand-
GIRLS" GIRLS!! Gin*iwalt!
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
Sponsored by 7-,..
N THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE:
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID
-SOUTH'S:
. MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST
•
'..
HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF CONTEST SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
If you are that young lady, re-
"Miss
3. Official sisrting date is rocs,. MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
veal yours•If by •ntering the
Mid
-South" Contest which is being
ber 15, 1963 at 10:00 A.M.
4. Ballots •vill be count•r1 each 236 S. Wellington - Memphis, Tennessee
sponsored by the TrI•State Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the 
D•fend•r. entire ti,e of contest. Ballots con
Here are th• qualifications for be brought or moiled to the Tri• Please Send Me An Application and Other
entering the contest. Stat• D•fend•r's office, at the Information For The(1) Any single young woman
between the ages of 16 to 22
obov• address. Erich •veek votes
will be counted, and ran in th• next MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
years of age, who has never been issue of the Trf•Statie D•fender.
marri•d. S. Fach contestant must submit a
'.AM E
,12) Must be of good reputation. recent photograoh of herself Pre•
-
(3) Must be a member of some ferably (black 6 •vhit•, glossy/
'civic, social or religious orgoni• 5 x 7), bust.
teflon.
(I) Must have written consent of
6. Official ballots (votes) wiII an-
year in the Tri-State Drtf•nder Only.
ADDRESS 
-- 
._ — 
.
parents or guardian. 7. For each nsw subscription of
(3) Miist have attained at least the Tri•Stat• Defender sold by a
two years in high school. contestant, 'onus cares will be _
Rules of th• popularity con• owarded. For a 1 year's subscrio. -
test include: tion 196•00) 100 votes will be
, Contestants must register awarded; 6 months subsc:iotion
'with the Tri-State Defender not ($3.00) 50 votes -sill be awarded
PHC"' -later than January 19th, 1963. and for a :I -,ontha subscription
The starting date for Contestants (91.75) 25 votes will be awarded.
Ns register is at 10 a.m., Satur• A. '-ach contestant if eligible to
y. Date. 15, at the TrI•Stat• b• sonnsor.d by a business ‘irrn.
Cilifendett office, 236 S. selling- religious, social or civic o,s,,o,,.. AGE t t ..-
Mtn Ave. tioh. .
..... 9. Contest, enIs koril 1 1, 1963 at
5:00 P.M...
sis Each ceetesrent must ansli.the
;WNW entry qualifications.
10. ',inner will be announced April,
20, 1963, in the Tri.Stet• Weeder.
SC H OOL OR CO LLEG E _
2. Must obtein entry qualification 11. Coronation Bail will be held
quote of 200 official mates by May 4, 1963.
F•Isruery 2, 1963 to continue in 12. Decision of judges final.
contest. 13. Entry fee $1.00.
e
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
'WHIRL foes IIKE YOU
GET PAIIIRINIIAI
SERVICE"
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
• PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
, 'CALLUS BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
011. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
NDCC' TITLE
Standing, same order, are Helen Ann Prudent,
Booker T. Washington; Claudette Tucker,
Lester; Beverly Watkins, Manassas, and
Carla Ann Allen, Hamilton. — (Hooks Bros.
Photo)
Stitch And Chat Club
The Stitch And Chat Sewing,
club was entertained by Mrs.
Carrie Canada during a meet-
ing at her home on S. Welling.-
ten st., recently.
Officers for 1963 were in-
stalled during a previous meet-
ing. Installation officer was the
club's founder and first presi-
Three C's Club
Entertained By «
Mrs. Bowden
•
Members of the Three Ole
Social club were entertained
st dinner and a card party
during a re4ent meeting at
the home of Mrs. Pauline Bow-
den of E. McLemoie Ave.
During the short business
meeting which proceeded din-
ner, the club members con-
tributed $50 toward a Life
Membership in the NAACP.
Presiding was the club's presi-
dent, Mrs. Laverne Sesley.
Plans were also discussed for
the club's major projects.
Mrs. Bernice P. Williams&
was welcomed as a new mem-
ber.
Winning prizes at the card
party were Mrs. Bernice
Pinkston Williams, Mrs. Ann
L. Weathers and Mrs. Helen
Tarpley. Guest prizes went
to Mrs. Doris Bodden -and
Mrs. Alice Henry.
Among other members at-
tending were Mrs. Martha
House, Mrs. Meryl Glover,
Mrs. Dorothy' Chism, Mrs.
Margaret Johnson, Mrs. Eddie
Rideout. Also attending was
Mrs. Elphreda B. Jones, a
guest.
dent, Mrs. Rhea Hinds.
A new member, Mrs. Minnie
Mae Jones, was welcomed to
the club. A surprise box was
won by Mrs. Eva C. 11111.
LOWER PRICED CARS
NO CASH NEEDED
with ok credit
'56 FORD - 2 Door
'51 OLDSMOBILE - 4 Door
'56 OLDSMOBILE - 2 Door
'55 BUICK - 4 Door
'53 CADILLAC - 4 Door
'54 PLYMOUTH -4 Door
'55 FORD - 4 tree-
'57 FORD -2 Door
'55 CHEVROLET
'54 LINCOLN - 4 Door
'51 STUDEBAKER, - 4 Door
'56 CHEVROLET - 2 Door
FROM
S9100
Full Price
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS
$10 PER MO
MORE MORE MORE
SECURITY
RAMBLER
695 UNION /A 5-6391
HEY...IT'S PAYDAY!
00
FOR
EVERY
CAN
WIT
VAPORATED
GINIZiO 
. tit AMIN 0
NEAR YOUR STORE AT YOUR DOOR
FOR EVERY CAN OF PET 
OR
FOR EVERY CAN OF PET
IN YOUR SHOPPING BAG IN YOUR HOME
SPECIAL BONUS PRIZE
LISTEN FOR FULL DETAILS ON
STATION WDIA
•
•
LISTEN TO PET. MILK "SHOWCASE"
MON-WED- FRI 5:30-5:45 PM •
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EARLY SPRING?
The warm sunshine which
smiled on us last week was
really something pleasant to
feel in the Mid-South after
such terrific weather. But with
the report on the ground hog
not seeing his shadow, the say-
ing goes that we will have an
early spring. I can say that the
sun brought many out in the
downtown area, some who
had been more or less hiber-
nating for more than three
• weeks.
Postponed activities are get-
ting back to normal again.
Homecoming for East High
achool had to be postponed
twice with activities being
rescheduled for last Friday
night. Many other basketball
games were postponed because
of the weather, and the main
winter sport was missed great-
ly until its return last week
when thrillers were played be-
tween Lane and LeMoyne,
and Lane and Alabama A.&M.
with Lane coming out victo-
rious over both opponents.
Merry Hornets weren't so
lucky when they met Pearl
High from Nashville but they
Still hold first place in the
District. It won't be long be-
fore tournament time for high
schools in this area and plen-
ty of basketball will be wit-
nessed. Merry girls, State
champions, are also in first
place in the district.
TO REPRESENT LANE
Leaving Jackson for New
York last Wednesday was
Mrs. E. M. Perry, Lane Col-
lege Department of Education,
who will represent the college
at the seventeenth annual Na-
tional Alumni Council of the
UNCF member colleges.
Retiring from the position of
national secretary of the coun-
cil, Mrs. Perry moved up to thel
position of fourth vice pres-
By CARLOTTA WATSON.
Counselor B.T.W. High School
Dear Mrs. Watson:
I am a young married wom-
an but very confused. I am
considered very attractive. In
fact, I think that contributed
to winning my husband. But
now that I am married I don't
have time to primp all the
time. People say husbands
don't like women who cannot
look beautiful all the time
. . . curlers . . . face creams
. . . etc., send him away. Do
you think this is true?
—Married
Dear Married:
Any man who would break
or
a marriage because of cold
reams and curlers, is without ,
common sense, high principles,
or plain human compassion.
The husband whose love
can't stand to look at his wife
in bobble pins for a few hours
must be far sensible and deli-
cate for marriage at all.
Actually husbands and wiv-
es love one another best dur-
Christian Club
Holds Meeting
The Christian Service club
held a recent meeting at the
home of the club's president,
Mrs. Bettie Dotson of Olympic
St. The club consists of a group
of Christian women, dedicated
to helping the Reedy.
Projects for the month were
discussed by the president.
Dinner was served. Betty
Jean Braxton was hostess. The
next 'Meeting was scheduled
difor the home of Mrs. Vaatiti
wBraxton, 623 Saxton St.
•
ident. She was accompanied
to the meeting by James Crof-
ton, who will represent Lane
College as "Miss Pre-Alumni."
Also president of the Lane
College Alumni who is present-
ly third vice president of the
National Alumni Council of
the U. N. C. F.
Mrs. Perry will also serve as
a consultant for the conference
which opened at the Stotler-
Hilton hotel on February 9.
ADDITION MADE
A recent appointment was
made to the Lane College Eng-
lish Department, according to
President C. A. Kirkendoll. He
is Dr. Walter Blackstock who
holds his Ph.D. in American
Literature from Yale Univer-
sity. Having taught at Van-
derbilt, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Florida State uni-
versity and High Point college,
Dr. Blackstone is also known
for his book of poems "Miracle
of Flesh" which won for him
the Oscar F. Young Memorial
Award gk en by the Postry
Council 01 North Carolina. He
also reeeived the literary
Achievement Award from the
Georgia Writers Association in
May, 1954.
Socially speaking, Mrs. Izetta
Lovette was the charming hos-
tess to the New Idea Club in
her lovely borne on Berry at.,
at their regular monthly meet-
ing. Serving as hostess to the
bi-monthly session of the
Atomic Bridge club in her
spacious home on Hays, was
Mrs. Vivian Bell.
It was out of town again
for members of the Jackson
Alumnae chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority when
they journeyed to Grand Junc-
tion, Tenn., as guests of Sorors
Nellie Stewart, Lillian Har-
rison, and Grace Hunt. The
meeting was held in the home
of Mrs. Stewart.
ing those honer when they
are strongly %ware 'of each
other's spiritual qualities in
those high moments when
they see how each other is
made. Surely, you can't be-
lieve that men are so small-
souled that they want only
glamor from women, or that
they can be happy in marriage
without those qualities which
have preserved it throughout
the ages — tenderness, sym-
pathy, laughter, understand-
ing and spiritual affinity.
Many wives lose their hus-
bands because they cultivate
GOOD LOOKS instead of
GOOD DISPOSITIONS.
Entertain For
Former
Memphian
A former Memphian, L. V.
Harris of Sacramento, Calif.,
was here last week visiting.
Accompanying him was his
daughter, Mrs. Joyce James
'Latham of Detroit, Mich., who
(was on her way to Sacramento.
Harris and his daughter
were feted at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Irving, 1424
Rayner St. Also entertaining
for them were Mrs. Kercenia
Pratt, 1158 Grant St.; Mr. and
Mrs. Robeit James, 774 N.
Claybrook St.; Mr. and Mrs.
Lucius H. Murphy, 1039 La-
Von St. and Mr. and Mrs.
Haywood Gaggin, 893 N. Belle-
vue Blvd.
The California visitor and
his daughter were here about
two weeks.
The Tri-State Defender takes
pride in it's Club News Cover-
age the year. round. This being
Valentine's Day we are present-
ing a Sweetheart Club Edition.
These clubs are taking part in
our sweetheart edition and are
considered by us to be the
Star Clubs of this Valentine
Month.
"Out-of-towners and hostess — Mrs. T. .1.
Beauchamp Is seen with the out-of-town
guests during brilliant dinner-bridge party
given by the hostess to compliment the mem-
bers of Afoy Dray Bridge Club and other
friends. The event began the pre
-Spring social
season, and was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Beauchamp at 1620 South Park-
way East on Saturday, February 9. Seen left
to right are Mrs. U. S. Bond, Madison, Ark.;
Herschel Latham, Sr. former Memphian and
B. T. Washington high school teacher, and
now a Jackson, Miss. businessman; Mrs.
Beauchamp, Mrs. Latham, Mrs. Torlise Purl-
fey of Madison, Ark., and Mrs. John Gam-
mon of Marion, Ark.
Bridge Party At Beauchamps Is
Start Of Spring Social Season
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
Ushering in the Spring so-
cial season was the beautiful
party given by Mrs. T. J.
Beauchamp, complimenting
members of the Afoy-Ofay
Bridge club and many of her
friends, Saturday, February
9, at 1720 South Parkway
East.
A bright and balmy day,
combined with blithe spirits
and a pair of gracious hosts
is always the prelude to a
wonderful party. Such was
this affair which attracted
scores of fashionably clad so-
cialites.
Beginning with a cocktail
hour at 6:30, and continuing
with a gourmet buffet dinner,
guests were seated throughout
the many rooms of the lovely
home.
FLOWERS
In the living room, the
handsome grand piano was a
bright splash of color with
the mass of bright crimson
gladioli which had been
wired by Mrs. Mabel R. Love
of Nashville, Tenn., who was
unable to come down for the
party because of illness. In
the dining room where the
table was overlaid in a cloth
of imported lace, a center-
piece of golden jonquils, red
tulips, and butterfly iris were
surrounded with greenery.
The hostess, Mrs. Beau-
champ received her guests in
an hostess outfit of brown
velvet pants with gold bead-
ing and sequins, and in Italian
silk shirt of beige which fea-
tured the same needlework as
her pants. lected from five candidates,
and four for other guests, Mrs.
Beauchamp had 8 lovely
prizes for the ones who as-
sisted with score keeping.
ARK ANSANS
The brilliant dinner-bridge
was also the focal point of
out-of-towners in the person
of Mrs. John Gammon of Ma-
rion, Ark.; Mrs. U. S. Bond
and Mrs. Torlise Purifoy of
Madison Ark., besides Mr. and
Mrs. Latham.
The handsome prizes, in-
cluding crystal and sterling
serving plates and cups, china
dresser sets, casseroles and
warming racks, travel and ac-
cessory sets, and perfume
atomizers for member and
guest bridge high scores; and
satin hosiery boxes, nest of
china ash trays and assorted
imported cheeses with slicing
boards.
Afoy Ofoy members receiv-
ing the high scores and prizes
were Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Mrs.
Phillip Booth, Mrs. Fred Jor-
dan, Mrs. Marvin Tarpley,
Mrs. Hollis Price and Mrs.
Harry Cash. Guest prizes went
to Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Mrs.
Robert Lewis, Jr., Mrs. Wil-
liam Owens and Mrs. Eddie
Rideout.
MORE GUESTS
Assisting Mrs. Beauchamp
and the recipients of the love-
ly gifts mentioned were Mrs.
W. 0. Speight, Jr., Mrs. Le-
land L. Atkins, Mrs. Gerald
Howell, Mrs. Betty C. Bland,
Miss Martelle Trigg Mrs.
Beauchamp's sister; Mrs.
James S. Byes, Miss Jewel
Gentry and Mrs. Beauchamp's
sister-in-law, Mrs. J. A. Beau-
champ.
Other guests were Mrs. Wil-
liam Roberts, Mrs. John Out-
law, Mrs. Caffrey Bartholo-
MEW Mrs. J. L. Brinkley Miss
Rose Robinson, Mrs. Claiborne
Davis, Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
Mrs. W. A. Young, Mrs. A. C.
Carter, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Mrs.
Alphonse Saville, Mrs. B. G.
Olive, Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon,
Sr. and Mrs. Harry Haysbert.
MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
By COBY V. SMITH and
BARBRA DUNCAN
February is considered the
month of marvels, having an
additional day every four
years yet remains the short-
est month, with only 28 days.
One other marvel has been
added by the student body of
Manassas who on Tuesday se-
the Vice President of the Stu-The bar was a scene of dent Council (to be announcedmuch jovialness, with Mr. in the next edition). The cam-Beauchamp receiving the
compliments of the guest iii 
paign actually began two
weeks ago but its high pointhis handsome red lounge jac- game last week when the can-ket, and the fact that in the didates were presented in an
bevy of femininity he had assembly by the Student
much male support from hus- Council. Congratulations to the
bands of some of the guests, candidates for such hard
to provide a male atmosphere fought campaigns.
about the home. Here were OUOTATIONS OF THE
seen Gerald Howell, Dr. W. A. WEEK
Young, former Memphian 
"Misery likes company."
Herchel Latham of Jackson, Could this possibly be the
Miss., whose Mrs. Lathan reason that Patricia Scurlock(Marjorie) was a guest at the and Willie Roderick try so
smart party, and Mr. Beau- hard not to see Frankie Mat-
champ's well-known brother, thews and Charles Ford, Even
J. A. Beauchamp. in the midst of all this con-
Bridge followed the sumptu- fusion, Wadell Allen and Vel-
ous dinner, and resulted in
elegant prizes for scores, and
scores of the guest, for be-
sides five prizes for members
ma Cannon seem to think, "To
each his own."- When Loretta
Shores heard that Charlie
Wilks had been accepted as a
440tilitihre,
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Mrs. Thelma Davidson, Pres.
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ALPHA GAMMA
Mrs. Lucille Price, Pres.
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The Christian Service
Social Club
Pres. Mrs. Betty Dotson
Vice Pres. Mrs. Susie Mark
Secy. Earnestine Roberts
Treas. Mrs. Lavera Albrook
full fledged member of the
Ole Timers' Club, she whisper-
ed to Avar Hurd, "You can be
a part of a thing and not be
in (with) it."
Norman Eason (Doug) while
checking on rumors that Eas-
ter Moore has been carrying
on with other fellows said, "I
never leave such matters to
chance."
WEATHER REPORT
Weathermen have called this
the worst winter of the Cen-
tury, but it doesn't seem to
a.ffect a number of couples who
stand on the campus under
trees waiting for buses. One
day last week it was so cold
that the trees trembled and
still these people stood brave-
ly, holding hands.
For those foul-weather Lov-
ers, here's a wax just for you,
"You Really Got A Hold On
Me." In case you don't know
them, they are as follows:
Mary Wade and William
Hurd, Bobbie Agnes and Mil-
ton Brooks, Evelyn Golden
and Cleotris Rueben, Beula
Childress and Robert Moore,
Sylvia Coleman and Charles
Bowden.
Tgi-States Sportsmen Club held their annual
Wild Game Dinner, Friday, February 8, at
Fuller Park Clubhouse, these members and
their wives received handsome trophies re-
sulting from a Family Night Bowling party
held recently. Some of the awards given were
won by other members of the families in-
volved. Dr. H. H. Johnson made the awards
on behalf of the club. Seen left to right are
Dr. A. E. Horne, Mrs. A. W. Willis. Harald
Whalum, Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish,
Johnson and Mrs, Arthur Flowers. Mn. Ish
is holding the award which was won by her
young daughter, Etta Susan, who excels in
many of the events pursued by members of _
the club and their families.
Tri-State Sportsmen Sup On
Wild Game At Annual Feast
The Tri-State Sportsmen's
Club held its annual wild
game dinner Friday, Febru-
ary 8, at Fuller Park Club-
house.
The informal event is one
of the many family affairs
given by the club of sports-
men in the Tri-State area; and
the occasion also saw the
presentation of awards made
to members and members of
their families resulting from
a recent Family Night Bowl-
ing Contest.
Awards were presented
by Dr. H. H. Johnson and Dr.
A. E. Horne, Etta Susan Ish,
Dr. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. Ar-
thur Flowers, Harold Whalum
and Mrs. A. W. Willis, Jr.
The convivial affair featured
a cocktail hour from 7:30 until
8:30; and dinner was served
at 8;30 p.m.
GAME MENU
The menu was a sports-
man's dream conic true, fea-
turing venison, bear, duck,
quail, pheasant coon, dove,
rabbit, wild rice, salad, crab
apples, relishes, hot rolls, cof-
fee and cookies . . all done
to perfection.
Receiving the plaudits for
the delicious bear and venison
cookery was Marion, Ark.
sportsman, gentleman farmer
and agricultural agent, John
Gammon. Preparation of the
other rare treat meats and
other features of the dinner
was done by well-known
sportsman 0. L. Simpson and
wife, Mrs. Simpson, who is
renowned for her culinary
ability,
MEMBERS AND GUESTS
Among the many members
and the wives and invited
guests at the outstanding par-
ty were Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Wallace, Atty. and Mrs. B. F.
Hooks, Mr. and Mrs. Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mebane,
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Hayes,
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Pink-
ston, William Parker, Mr. and
Mrs. E. .E. Rankins of Holly
Springs, Miss., Atty. and Mrs.
A. W. Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas J. Willis, Mr. and
Mrs. John Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Howell, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Whalum, Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Olive, Dr. and Mrs.
Frederick Rivers, Dr. and
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Ernest
Alpine
Neighborhood Club
Pres., 7,Irs, Pauline Tommy
Secy., Mrs. Lucille Dent
Treas., Mrs. Bell Pettigrew
Bas. Mgr., Mrs. T. H. Hayes
Boston Street
Social Club
Mrs. Alice Bailey, Pres.
Mrs. Louise Gaines, Vice Pres.
Mrs. Pearl Polk, Secy.
Mrs. Jimmie Green 4
4404.
•
Royal Yet Social Club
Motto - "We Climb the Ladder
of Success Step By Step"
Mrs. Mary Ann Brown, Advisor
Miss Emma Louise Brown, Pres.
Miss Shirley Dean, Secy.
cording to the final report
earlier this week made by Mrs.
Thelma Davidson, committee
chairman.
The committee's project,
-which annually provides funds
for the special needs of home-
less Negro children in the bu-
reau's care,- was under the
chairmanship. of Mrs. Minnie
Lee Allen. Funds received are
uaed for dental care, gradua-
tion expenses, Christmas gifts
and other items for which the
bureau has no budgeted funds.
Donors to this year's project
were: Alpha Eta Zeta chapter,
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.;
Bunch club, City Federation of
Colored Women's clubs, Collins
Chapel CME church, Marshall
E. Kent rellowship Group,
Congenial "12" Social club, Da-
vidson's Grill, Dunbar club,
Ebonette Social club, Ella
Bradshaw club, Esquire Social
club, Gnosis Glint club, Mrs.
Viola L. Haysbert, Housewives
Community club, Ideal Thrift
club, Jack & Jill of America,
Inc., Justine's, Ladies of Mem-
phis Goodfellows Service club,
Ladies Riverside Community
club, Ladies Union Surprise
club, Leath Social club, Loyal
Educational club, Memphis
Link, Inc., M. I. State College
club, Merry Circle club, Pea-
body' Hotel Captains, Waiters
& Bus Boys, Phyllis Wheatley
club, Royal 16 club, Mrs, Othel-
lo S. Shannon, Sorosis Social
Payne, Dr. and Mrs. Leland
L. Atkins, Atty. Ben Jones,
Atty. and Mrs. H. T. Luck-
ard, A. Maceo Walker, Dr.
and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Mr.
and Mrs. Onzie Horne, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Jr.,
S. II. Johnson and Dr. and
Mrs. A. E. Home.
Others attending were Rob-
ert Wright, club host and
member of the Tr -States
Sportsmen's club; Miss Jewel
Gentry, Atty. and Mrs. C. 0.
Horton, Mrs. Arthur Vaught,
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Flowers,
Dr. and Mrs. T. W. North-
cross and others.
The sportswear attire of the
unique dinner party was color- ;
ful with the array of orange .
shirts worn by the members
of the club's bowling team,
with its emblems of green.
representing the club's colors,
standing out from the other
attractive sports outfits
donned for the occasion. ,
Children's Bureau Committee
Receives Gifts From 32 Donors
Gifts from 32 donors brought club, Thrift Orchid and Art
success to the annual Christmas club, Union Protective Life In-
project of Children's Bureau's surance Company, and Sigma
Colored Case Committee Sc- Gamma Rho sorority, Omicron
Sigma chapter,
Members of the Case Com-
mittee are: Mrs. Minnierge
Allen, Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell,-I.
S. Bodden, Mrs. Jessie
ford, Mrs. Helen Burns, laa.
Bernice A Callaway, 'Mr.
Sarah Carr, Mrs. Margueette
Cox, Mrs. Georgia Curtis, gre.
Gussie Day, Mrs. Rachael fl-
lard, Mrs. M. M. Dulaney, Mies.
Annie L. Higgins, Mrs. Sale
Hightower, Mrs. Helen Kink,
Mrs. Birdie C. Lenoir, MTS.
Mattie Bell Moore, Mrs. NelDe
Osborne, Mrs. Lillie Rogds,
Mrs. Irene A. Saunders, Mzs.
Lillie Smith, Mrs. Arnice Sysh
and William C. Weathers.
Tenant Asso.
Gi▪ ves Tea
The LeMoyne Garden 'Ten-
ant association sponsoreer a
Tea, Sunday, Feb. 10 from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the Le-
Moyne Gardens Aitelitoripm,
830 Williams Ave,, General
chairman was Mrs. W. : H.
Wheeler.
In keeping with the beiin-
ning of Negro History Week,
discussion was centered
around the Progress Of ke-
groes In Memphis. Mrs. Sa:rah
Shaw was program chairman.
Orange Mound
Sewing Club
Mrs. Laura Thomas, Pres.
Mrs. Louise Gaines, Vice Pres.
Mrs. Pearl Polk, Secy.
• Mrs. Odell Murphy, Asst. Secy
Mrs. Lucille Armfield, Treas.
Thrift Social Club
Bus. Mgr. Mrs. Mary Manquet
Pres. Mrs. Beatrice Arnold
Vice Pres. Mrs. Ethel Grandbury
Secy.Mrs. Franci Thomas
Treas. Mrs. Jewel Wilson
a
tOa
4.'
4 '
J-U-G-S Social Club'
Pres. Mrs. Josephine Bride
Vice Pres. Miss Marie Bradford
Secy. Mrs. Gerri Little
Treas. Mrs. Gwendolyn Boswell
DEFENDER , _ JAAi% • A • a
EigIVALD DUCK
4•11.40.11.•
TRITE:NI
BUT °KW-
PUT IT
DOWN!
4ifere's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
_•- By Walt Disney HENRY in in OM By Carl Anderson
PUT DOWN: AW, YOUR
FATHERS MUSTACHE!
ORA'K BUT VOWELS
COME BACK
SETTER!
TKE CISCO KID -:—
CAF'TAIN, WE FOUND
TI-E DRIVER DEAD
AND THE WAGON
mISSING!
f—
WAS AFRAID OF THIS! IT
WAS MAGNESS FOR THEM
TO SEND THE SUPPLIES
WITNOUT GUARDS!
CAPTAIN, PANCHO /ND I ARE
NOT SOUND SY RED TAPE' WE
WILL GO TV THE rtassr TDWN
AND BUY GUNS, AMMUNMON
AND POWDER!
ETTA KETT
GEE,WINGE.Y.ITHATS
A TERRIFIC cosruniE
FOR THE MASK DANCE!
POPEYE
G002,
ITS GOT
CLASS!
HE HAS SUCH
HORRIBLE TASTE
IN NEWSPAPERS!
DogALD )
DUCK
rn-.5 THE
ONLY PAPER
IN TOWN
USING INK
THAT TASTES
LIKE L_IJE
B Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
NOW A MAN HAS seat., KILLED AND WE
ARE WORSE OFF THAN EVER, EECAUSE
THE INDLANS GOT THE WEAPONS MEANT
FOR u5.'
SURELY THERE'S SOME
MERCHANT WHO KEEPS
A GOOD SUPPLY OF
WEARNS!
YES/THERES ONE MAN
WHO HAS THE GOODS!
BUT HES A NARD-HEADED
PROFITEER! THE ARMY
WOULD NEVER PAY H6
PRICES!
.••• 40:1r.
DAD.10ONT BE
SO STEAMY.' WE
WERE ONLY
HAVING
FUN
BLOW ME DOWN? MY WHOLEN\
THEY 16 REALLY COUNTRY
SHOOTIN' HAS HAD
ROCKETS TO 60
AT VA ! UNDER-
GROUND!
YER WHOLE COUNTRY
16 SITTIN PLASTERED THAT'S
WIT' ROCKETS AN' VA RISH1r
SE2 IT IS FRIENDS
WHAT IS DON'
IT!
'ate
TRY MAKING
LESS NOISE:
( WHAT HORRIBLE
emekty WOULD DO
SUCH A TERRIBLE
THIN(4 TO ''ER
Llt ISLAND?
r
"- 01)
THEY'''\
MUS BE
MONSKERS!
MUCKOVIA HAS ALWAYS
BEEN FRIENDLY TO
sPINAci-loviA ! 
•
•
WHEN WU REPORT THIS INCIDENT,
SURELY HEADQUARTERS WILL
SEND REINFORCEMENTS!
By Paul Robinson
IT'S ALMOST MIDNIGHT.'
DO You THINK ANYoNE
wiLLGUE55 WHO
YOU AT2E
ON, MOM/YOU KNOW S)
HOW EVERY SOUND .\/
CAPR1ES NEXT DOOR- BUT, ETTA.'
THAT CALL
WAS FRoM
MR. FoRMANt.'
THAT'S
INHAT rt4
AFRAID OF
H, LIVES A
BLOCK AWAY.'
by Bud Sagendorf
HOW KIN 'IA SAY THEY
IS yER FRIENDS WHEN
Ti4Esi IS kNocKiN. YER
BUILDINGS DOWN?
THEY'RE NOT ENEMIES!
THEY'RE VERY GOOD
RIENOS OF ouRs!
\
TSK ISKI YOU JUST DON T)
UNDERSTAND POLITICS!!
WE HA \/B A TREATY
WITH MUCKOYIA THAT
SAYS WE'RE FRIENDS!
24
NOW, WENRY'-
I DON'T WANT
sriDLJ TO
ANNOY THE
MOVING- AAEN !
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Secret Agent X9
CHIZZARE MA-1,V THIS 15 X9
- -
PINPOINTS KARRATS NEED ALL AESNTS-.
Hoeciiir JOST CFF HELP RENDEZVOUS
THE STATE HIGHWAY, TOM — Z MILES SOUTH
PHIL! EALP ',awry,/ ON
HIGHWAY 2,6!
AWAIT FURTHER
ORPSRE-
E.2,7
gn response to P1Ml5
Call, FM mobik units
comerge on the
rende3vous point
YOtAV
GOTA LEAP
ON KARRAT
PHIL1
4:
ACCORDING TO
CHIZZARS /AAP, HE'S
t3eN OWNS UNDER
AN ALIAS 1.4 THAT
BIG ESTATE ON
SAW MOUNTAIN
Rom> .1
ou,
err.
.1410  +Er,
From every direction, FBI mobile
units converge on KarraL5 air
By Bob Lewis
YOU TOOK A
CHANCE DRINEINO
CHIZZAR HERE, LITA!
WHY Poor YOU
FINISH HIM oFF
ON THE ISLAN)?
GLAMOR GIRLS
0 Lag Fabh.olly•dirata, Iror. 1.42. %VW
"Father, come on out—we know you're in there!"
I SA\ED THAT TREAT roft
YOU, KARRATFAta, aa-kx -
I mow GTE NM A °RACE
lb TIP OFF AWNS MOW
IIJE ARE
GLAMOR GIRLS
"That's not what I meant, Miss Dymwitt, when I
asked that you clean up the work on your desk!"
3
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HORIZON
VISITORS BOMB LEMOYNE
LeMoyne, possessor of a
fire-engine type offense, ran
afoul of two opponents last
week who were equally as
adept in the Magicians race-
horse style. Miles college,
beaten by the Mad Lads in
Birmingham, was simply too
hot to handle as they swamped
LeMoyne with a 109-97 blitz.
Last Friday night, LeMoyne
ly took its toll on LeMoyne
the unused warm-up jackets
Wyere sliced lemons taken at
Miles.
SIDELINE INFIRMARY
Miles operated a makeshift
,,x,—  •
I times-out, along with cupsof orange juice. One player
i'vi was snugly wrapped with allto keep down chills. 
The Miles manager called itfia the team's "pepperettes." What-
ever was being served, it real-
!' 
Many observers felt that Miles
when Miles got in high gear.
had put on one of the best
shooting exhibitions ever wit-
nessed in Bruce Hall.
I 
BENEDICT, SIAC LEADER 
Benedict college, from far
mketted a game total of 193
'Its. Bob McCullough threw
27 points being--aided by
ip
for the third place before the
game with Flofida A&M and
LeMoyne in the 16-member
Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference.
The visitors got nine play-
ers in the scoring column in
the marksmanship battle that
411/
three teammates who also hit
..
away Columbia, S. C., was tied
le
closer than nine points of
infirmary on the bench. With
several players threatening
colds, the visitors had an as-
r'
V
is
•
di
w
in double figures to lead the
Benedict onslaught.
LeMoyne forced their op-
ponents to a top performance
with Monroe Currin keeping
the pressure on with 26 points.
The Magicians put five per-
formers in double figures. Wil-
lie Herrenton had a better
than average night with 21
Jim Gordon put in tc David,
Gaines got 14 as a sub, and
dropped its second straight on Dick Dumas pumped in 11.di he homefloor when Benedict PHILANDER INVADES
"beat them 100-93. I LeMoyne has a 12-6 overall
Miles displayed a lightning- record and a 7-5 conference
like passing attack that com-
pletely baffled LeMoyne, often
keeping the Purple Wave at
two on one, three on one, and
four on two situations, trying
to combat the fastbreak.
The Alabamians, who had
three players to score over 20
points, sewed up the game as
early as the first half when
they ran up a 45-30 advantage, to engage Mississippi Indus-
After the half, LeMoyne trial in a court struggle.
tried vainly to get back into OWEN BEATEN
the contest, but could get no Owen college won earlier
in the week from Mary
Holmes, but dropped two
games last weekend to the
Tennessee A 8: I Freshman
squad. Al Carver's gym A & I —
ran up a 118-89 mark, return-
Ling Saturday night on the ester Lions —Winninilkortment of stimulants. The egWashington hardwood to drub
JIM
BEAM
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
at less yeast 100 Proof or 80 Proof
100% Groin llowirsi Spirits. Chu, Spring Distill-ing Co . Division of limos S. gloom Distilling Co.,C4rment,11Hen. ltontreks. JIM It A it at Proof
Kinttocks Strsight loorbon Whiskey loon., B.
Seem DistIlling Co., Clot tont. Slim, Kontos ity.
mark. /The latter should be
good enough to get the Ma-
gicians to the Tuskegee con-
ference tourney. The Mad Lads
will pull the curtain on the
home season Thursday night
when Philander Smith of Lit-
tle Rock, will be the foe. The
Panthers move on to Holly
Springs, Miss., the next night
Owen 86-75.
Sherman Yates, Willie Ward,
Charles Powell and MacArthur
Roberts, the Memphis con-
tingent with State's frosh,
gave creditable showings. Ro-
berts weeks of the season, the Les-
scorerster Lions have virtually
scored 19 points to lead
in the final contest. .
clinched their second PrepPOLICE BEAT PUGILIST League basketball crown inArthur Fisher, 24, a form-
er Tri-State boxing champ ac-
cused three Memphis police-
men of brutally beating him
at Armour Station last week.
The story was gained when a
Commercial Appeal reporter
was at the scene to report the
incident.
Fisher won the antweight
title and moved on up the
weight scale to flyweight given four foul shots whenwhile attending Grant and officials baniched from thePorter Schools. Fisher was
a game Charles Wright andpromising fighter until he Richard Jones for kickingstarted having brushes with Petty. ti For some strange rea-the law. 
son, Melrose didn't get the Thomas was the big gun withball out of bounds being be- 48 tallies, however, Sand-hind by one. Lester's Benny
Price sank two foul shdts to
give the Lions the final count.
Jones led all scorer with
24, one more than Melrose's
high scoring James Sand-
ridge.
BERTRAM, CHECKED
Lester threw up a strong
defense in its 32 points, 65-33,
victory over Father Bertrand
on the Lester court. The tow-
ering Lions held the Thunder-
bolts top three scorers to 11
markers to hang up a much-
easier-than-expected triumph.
Lester avenged the only loss
they have suffered in 10 games
when they outhustled the
Washington Warriors to pin
the scalpers 62-53, last Friday
night on the Washington hard-
wood.
Jones led the Lions with
some determined driving for
the basket. The 6-6-junior was
the game's top point producer
with 28 points.
Cold from the floor as well
as the free dhrow line the
Warriors trailed 20-23 at half-
time.
In other games, Douglass
won twice the first of the
week, defeating Hamilton 57-
51 in the day, and coming
back to edge Geeter 53-45 the
same night.
First All-Negro Team To Enter
ABC Is From Cleveland, Ohio
The first all-Negro team ever
to enter the Classic Division of
the American Bowling Con-
gress tournament is being
sponsored by Don Scott, a
member of the AMF Staff of
Champions.
Scott will serve as captain
of the five-man team from
Cleveland, Ohio, which ln-1
eludes a member who was'
taught to bowl by Scott only'
three years ago. All memberei
of the squad, which has a 2001
average, bowl in the All-Star
Singles and Doubles Classic
leagues in Cleveland.
The team is composed ofl
Larry Polk, 29, who was Scott's1
pupil three years ago and vsho
now maintains a 196 average;
Howard Sweeney. 25, with a
194 average; Reginald Douglas,
33, with a 198 average; Brady(
Walker, 33, with a 210 average;'
and Scott, who maintains a 205'
average.
Scott has b -en bowling for t
the past 20 years. He is one of
three Negro members of the
famed AM? Staff of Chain-
pions, composed of some of the
top names in bowling.
His team will bowl at the
ABC Classic Tournament in
Buffalo, New York, on April 8
and 9. Scott and Polk will also,
enter the Singles and All-
Events competition, and will
team up in the ABC Doubles,
Division
LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI
VALENTINE'S DAY' probably inaccurite.
Saint Valentine is the name The most plausible explanation
given to three different mar- is that Saint Valentine's Day
vrs whose feast day falls on is a survival of a Roman fes-
February 14. !tival held on February 14.
the customs of Saint Valen- It was once the custom to
tine's Day have no connection' draw lots to decide which
with the lives of these saints, young men and women should
excepting their feast day. be each other's "valentine" for
There are several different ex- the coming year. The couples
planations for the customs of would then exchange gilts, and
sending cards of greeting and sometimes they even became
love tokens on this day. All of-engaged to be married.
i Sentimental valentines and
Basketball Parade lifts of flowers and candy are.uagiiians End.still given by men to women in
hit celebration of Saint Valen-'
Tops On hardwood — James Sandridge, sis-fuot-one guard
at Melrose High school, established a scoring record for the
season when he sank 69 points In the basket as the Golden
Wildcats heat Geeter High school 117 to 66. With a 22.7
scoring record for the season, Sandridge and his teammates
will tangle with the Douglasm Red Devils on Feb. 20 on the
Douglass Court. The Red Devils have been successful In
keeping him below the double figures. (Withers Photo)
The Prep League Crown By EDGAR T. STEWART tine's Day in the United States.'Season In Game
Despite being faced with the
task of playing seven games
in the final two and a half
i Last •,,.turday night, Doug-I ram ng  i cup, laarnum and Bailey world,
lass lost its first game to Bert-liana' with a 6 and 0 record,'but I love it! 'ahis altruistic at
in over a decade as the was the only school in the titude on the part of the scribe
Catholics avenged an earlier Southwestern Basketball Pa- lis not to be confused with poi-rade this week with an un-
'HAMILTON ENDS
DROUGHT
Over a three year period
and over 30 consecutive games
Hamilton had gone without
a victory until they ambushed
Manassas last Friday 47-46 at
Manassas. The Tigers had de.
Knoxville To
Set Up Hall Of
Athletic Fame
The Knoxville College Phy-
sical Education Department is
in the process of establishing
an "Athletic Hall of Fame" at
Knoxville college and is pres-
ently conducang extensive re-
search to establish standards
for admission,
It is aiso seeking to Identi-
fy all former KC athletes who
may qualify for membership
after the stindards are set up.
All alumni are invited to as-
sist with and contribute to the
project ISY: (1) Recommending,
standards for selection and (2)
making nominations for mem-
bership.
Every former varsity athlete
from the founding of the school
in 1875 to members of the class
of 1963 are eligible for con-
sideration.
Nominations and suggestions
must be mailed before April 1,
1963 to:
Julian Sell
Director of Athletics
Knoxville College
Knoxville, Tenn,
the school's short seven yeas
history, by whipping three
league teams last week.
Lester almost blew its first
crucial test but managed. to
stave off a late rush to defeat
Melrose 64-61 at Lester. A
rash of flagrant fouls allowed
Melrose to pull within a few
points late in the game.
Melrose's Henry Petty was
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2155 CENTRAL AT COOPER BR 6-7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I 4RUF .IRE .% Ron, Jr. '• ' • • • forhutimid
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
diumm•••••mans•••••••••••• •0
•• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC 
•
CAR WASH $
IN EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Miss Glenda Smith, left, of Lexington, N.('.. and Miss Verne
Edwards, New York City, are among nine of the Fisk uni-
versity students participating in the spring semester ex-
change program with Flak and five other colleges. Both
juniors. Miss Smith will attend Beloit college in Wisconsin,
while Miss Eduard, will study at Redlands university in
California. Other ,chools In the program with Fisk are
Whittier. Colby and Sdelphi
a
•
•
•
a 8 A.M.-6 P.M. •
II Sat. or Son. $1.25 Monday a
• Sot. Open S A.M. to 6 P.M. III
II Sea. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M. tbru w
• 
. Friday •a •
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH "a •
• 3100 Summer at Baltic aNornammessmassms•••••••••••••?
gmammuum•••••••••••
•
• LEARN TO DRIVE
•
•
▪ IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE
• 
•• TENN. STATE
•
DRIVING SCHOOL
• BR. 6-4121 •
tri▪ mmunnummonimin
•
•
IF YOU HAVE ANY •
•TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
47-36 loss by driving from a 
of the 16-college conference26-26 halftime score t 59 19 
spoiled record. The standings
he Valentine - time- of • year, ule of 21 games this Thursday a oi at'
Teams finishing in the top 10
th
It's simple that it's to a close their regular sched-
verdict at home w L Pet. and Gerri wants each of her night, Feb. 14, when they go 
ut n tea y parycipate the
Ireaders to remember his or her tourney.
valentine on the day when asLsuerMedoyonfe a i3erth  appearedin  the  tr.
"all's right with the world," are extended to Mr. and Mts.
and grab a phrase here and 
and 
C. Jones of 4911 Peace. ' •
,nament this past weekend.
there of "Love n iBloom." Mr. and Mrs. Fred Garner,
Receiving birthday felicita- of 179 Honduras who recentls 
coach Jerry C. Johnson's
lions this week are Willie inlost their father: Mr. Will Gar- 
Magicians finished fourth in
Hence, Jr. and Bobby Kelley.i_er, of Memphis. ,the tournament last year.
Many happy returns for these,
two on their very special days
Newcomers to Lakeview
Gardens are Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
die L. Williams on Honduras
Drive, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Reese, residing on Jonetta, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Shives of 1,0-
WD rat
ree Cove, and Mr. and Mn.
Ivce.s Goodman of 4837 Ortiz,
We are delighted to havebe held at 8 p.m. in the Book-
these very fine people in ouier T. Washington High School
midst and want them to feelgymnasium.
Lois Jean Jubirt, the bas-
ketball team sweetheart, "Miss
Owen College" Willie Frank
Taylor, her attendants, Daisy
Hodges and Ethel Criss, will
Wiley
heated Hamilton earlier in the
season at Hamilton. 
Texas Southern
Carver posted a victory over
Hamilton 81-53 to end league
action. In non-league action,
Melrose treated. Ripley rather
roughly, handing the visitors
a 131-41, setback. Rochester
ridge and Bobby Smith with
32 and 26, respectively showed
they too, packed lethal weap-
ons.
against Philander Smith of
Little Rock, Ark. The final
game will be played in Bruce
Hall, starting at 8.
With the close of the seasonAnyway, it's a crazy. mixed -G bi college Louis-I
Thursday Night 
at hand, the Magicians are
anxiously awaiting the SIAC
Basketball Tournament sched-
Lemayncs magicians bring uled for Feb. 21-23 at Tuskegee.
LEAGUE STANDINGS
School W L Pct,
Lester 9 1 .900
Washington 9 4 .693
Melrose 6 3 .667
Douglass 7 5 .583
Carver . 7 5 .583
Bertrand' 4 7 .366
Manass4 2 10 .167
Hamilton 1 10 .091
TOP SCORERS
G. Pts. Av,
Sandridge, Mel. 9 205 22.7
Jones, Lester 10 199 10.9
Smith. Mel. 9 149 16.5
Mitchell, Man. 12 196 16.4
Thomas, Mel. 9 126 14.0
Weakley, BTW 13 174 13.5
Todd, Bert. 11 145 13.2
Shelton, Doug. 12 156 13.0
Gilliand, Car. 11 141 12.9
Samuels, Bert. 11 141 129
School
:two weeks.
'Grambling 6 0 1.000
Prairie View 4 1 .600
Jackson State 3 3 .500
Arkansas AM&N 3 3 .500
Southern Univ. 3 3 .500
Alcorn A&M 2 4 .333
1 4 .200
0 4 .000
Owen Homecoming
Set For Feb. 14
Owen College will observe
Homecoming on Thursday,
Feb. 14._ A basketball .game
with Shorter Jr. College will
at liberty to call upon any of
us fur whatever assistance we
may Le able to render.
The real BIG NEWS in the
Gardens is the coming of Lake-
be presented during the half view South. This plethora of
time ceremonies. elegant and sophisticated
Freddie Rhodes and James homes will be the "talk of the
Watson are the team co-cap- town."
tains. Condolences and sympathy
FILNKY DORY
7 to 8:30 A.M.
11 to 12:30 A.M.
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
OK LIABILITY INSURANCE — EVERYBODY
CAREFUL DRIVERS — LOWER RATES
OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER JA 6.8911
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
GOCDEN GIRL
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.
BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11 A.M.
1:30 to 2 P.'4.
CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
3 P.M. to Sign Off
WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.
INLOK
1 4 8 0
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? FIND IT HERE FAST
The Advertisements In This Directory Tell Where To
Buy The Product Or Service You Wish.
MR. SHERMAN MITCHELL
MECHANIC
207 W. DIVISION AVE.
WH 6-9545
ARDATH SEWING SHOP
PLAIN and FANCY SEWING
222 W. Brooks 946-5734,
STROZIER'S DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
2192 Chelsea Ay,. BR 6-25811'
BROWN'S Barber Shop
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
1140 Firestone Ave. JA 5-4551
TUCKER'S RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
GUARANTEED WORK ON ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
PICK LIP AND DELIVERY
296 Vance JA 6-7200
PETE FALKNER PAINT & REPAIR
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR
158 E. Carolina Ave. JA 7-5619
HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC
DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8-6419
SUPREME RADIO SERVICE
Speedy Television Repair
A GUARANTEE THAT SATISFIES
Pick Up & Delivery
PROMPT SERVICE
849 Lane Ave. JA 5-0049:
CAIN BROS.
GULF
Service Station
WAC Member -
AAC Policy Holder
1252 Breedl‘ve St. JA 6-9988
to traffic.
Some 237 miles are under
contract and construction.
Plans are being developed on
an additional 252 miles.
The Bureau of Public Roads
has approved the location of
985 miles 0; the system with
only 62 miles of the 1,047-mile
network yet to be approved.
David M. Pack, commission-
er, Tennessee Department of
Highways, says that by the end
of this year 269 miles of the
Interstate will be open to
traffic.
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STATE OF TENNESSEE
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM
OPEN TO TR•rfiC
=II UNDER CONSTRUCTION
PLANS NEINO DEVELOPED
APPROVED LOCATION
- - - PROPOSED ADDITION
Interstate Highway System Completed By 1972 Says Pack
Tennessee's construction on Pack also announced that in Tennessee will be matched The total highway program
the vast Interstate System of the latest progress report by state funds and pointed out planned for the next two years
highways is on schedule and shows that Tennesgee leads that every dollar Tennessee including both State and Fed-
officials in the Department of Region III in the utilization of invest in the Interstate Sys- eral funds, and a $27 million
Highways predict that the federal funds and ranks ninth tern, the Federal government highway bond issue amounts
1,047-mile system will be corn- in the nation in the use of invest another 'nine. jto $334,307,000 - an increase
pleted on time by the 1972 these funds.
. 
11111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111
deadline. Gov. Frank G. Clement, in
Presently 163 miles of the his .address to the Legislature, A
network is completed and open outlining his four-year pro-
gram of progress, said that it
goal of his administration
wa 
to 
Of Shirking Violence Banwill be a primary high 
open 378 miles of the Federal
Interstate system by 1965, and
at least 608 miles by 1967.
This, the governor said, will
include the operational com-
pletion of the links from Nash-
ville to Memphis, Nashville to
the Alabama line and Man-
chester to South Pittsburg.
The governor said every sin-
gle Federal dollar made avail-
able for highway construction
ccuse Ala. Governor
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - (UPI) - The Montgomery
Advertiser editorially accused Gov. George Wallace of
shirking his duty by not stating publicly he will tolerate
no violence in any integration crisis.
"On many occasions Wallec has rejected violence,
but he has soft-pedaled it and the incendiary emphasis
was on resistance," the newspaper said.
"What is needed from Wallace is one statement de-
voted exclusively to his disapproval of violence, one clear
and absolutely unqualified statement that he will faith-
fully uphold Alabama law as it bears upon violence.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111101111111111 101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
of approximately $9 million
over the amount spent in the
past two years.
The 163 miles of Interstate
now open to traffic were built
at a cost of $182,141,020, fig-
ures in the Highway Depart-
ment show. Of this amount
$91,844,937 were spent in rural
areas and $90,296,083 were
spent in urban areas.
Houses For Sale
WHY?
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
We're Offering Houma In New Condition
With Entablished Lawn - Fenced Back-
yard -- 3 Bedrooms -- Combination
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
--- Car-port GL 8-5255 - 399.768'
RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.
1796 PATTRICK
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
41/2 percent V. A. Loan - $63.22 Monthly
FHA1!:17,°virr$T,7,f DD.,7,1;h3rcioN41'ns
NEW LOOK
:r il.,3e8d-r5o2o5T, Tile bath-Fe;_,Tielde.13a9c8itgV,
The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS
NEW SPRING WOOLENS
ARRIVED
525-9395
129 Beale
STUDIO-1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
WAYNE'S
1SHOE STORE BEAt6.E°ST.
SALE
BOY'S R„Ss,11.990E,Sow s488
MEN'S SHOES
Ries, S12.95 NO; S6 88 8,S788
Pr,ces enti Our,,tv
C,-,n't ryceHr,4
M & H CLEANERS
& HATTERS
151 Beal* St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W. Hoy• Bison In Business 1 5
Years, B•caus• We Are Sp•cial-
Ists In Our Field.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STRUT
02,
Uncle Sam Says...
MONEY TO LOAN:
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING
UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP
122 BEALE
111_411E3IFGM
PRINTING CO.
"Yell gis Men,
*oil'ii Wei l Wien"
Memphis, Titnn.
358 Beale St.
shop a
PAP ES
MEN'S SHOP
IIIVEUTORY SALE -
BIG SAYINGS!
PHONE IA 7-6757
159-61 BEALE ST.
MEMPHIS 3, TENN.
APITOL LOAN
138 BEALE STREET
SPECIAL
PORTABLE
RADIOS
$095
AND UP
AT
NEED-MONEY?
YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT
AMERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
or
182 So. Main St,
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE 
DISCOUNT
HARRY'S
DEPARTMENT
205 Beale
STORE
St.
FEBRUARY SPECIALS
MEN'S Socks
VALUES 50( 19c
LADIES Panties
VAIT.10IES 50c 19c
MEN'S Shorts
VALUES Lac 39C
TO U7
LADIES Hoisery
VALUES slop 59c
TO I
MEN'S Athletic
Shirts
VALUES koc 39C
I"TO 
LADIES Shoes
YAWS s300 $177
SAVE ON CANNED GOODS
g-Or. Heat'.
TOMATO SAUCE ..
l5-Oa. Can Rash's
MUSTARD GREENS
1-Pemed Caw
Whit. ROMINV
10-01. Can Re.11'.
( HOPPED KRAUT ..
11-112. Con Illseh's
SP1GRETTI -
15-0s. Con Rink's
TURNIP GREENS .
1300. ( an Old Joe
BLACK FEED PEAS
15-0s. Clan Ruch'.
NATI- REARS
15-0s. Ian Ruch'.
iirrat Northern riF
I Oc ,11.c a r5411ettl Tromnsrate„... sz
I Oe 104-0t. Can
PORK BEANS
I tic 14-41E.D Can
I Or 14,4,-er. es• Dried.
Early June PEAS
I 
DC
Cu. Kohlry•.
She, Strieg POTATOES
°C 15-0r. Cam Rash'sloc Red Kidney SCANS
I 0 C. i151(ha 
Can Steaks
01,, Imitation Jay 181r4
IENNA SAUSAGE:
MARKED
DOWN OF
LADIES -
DRESSES
Up to
SIC 00
Values
$ 195
SPECIAL PRICES
ON ALL SIZE
PICTURE FRAMES
163 BEALE STREET
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1963
 •
•
urn. For Salo 'Situation Wanted i For Sale Misc.
MINIImminewmams...ewase.....--..wies
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE Holism. URIVA I K PARTY N01.1 ID 1.15K 'Ili 5 ACRES FOR SALE
hold items & Furniture at Bargain porelwier. a borne bar Is gale iroadi
Prices for quick sale. Too many Items! glow. Call SA.41... II N391. 3108 N. Germantown Road north of
to list. Most like new. At Fraction, .7.
. E X P E R I E N CE D BIFAUTICIANS iii‘'''.1 (14 nr Ellondale can be
of original cost EiR 6-3072.: . wants Job .. 1....,,,,.. . in 
,,," 
.... ()shown by owner. Anytime. lira George
' I
shop 01 ail ilearlialftee. JA 3.26114. bbs, Jr. 
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE '
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
DITION.
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired I
Will Pick Up And LMIlver
2. A. Hickey PH: EX 7-6742
Apts. For Rent
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
Comrn•ntary...
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary $2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Siete Pointe for Emphasis
345 BEALE STREET
Phone- JA 7-4732
R•v. C. M. LEE, Ortott•
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
SHOTGUIIS - TOOLS
LUGGAGE - GUITARS
CLOTHING -JEWELRY
MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE,ST.
Your Shooing Always Gocd At
BEALE STREET SHOPPING CENTER
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HALF-
bath.water 8, 115111. furnished Phone
alt 5-7124.
7-NEWLY REMODELED
3 • BEDROOM
-
 I.. R. KITCHEN -
Bath .- 1158 Gauze° - PHONE:
WH 2-5537
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS. 525.00.
Water furniahed. Call BR 2-2115.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE $40.00. CALL WH 6-6645 or
JA 8-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 lge. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Ise. unfurnished room* for rent.
WH 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
Business Services
PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
clamme. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Loin King.
1616 South Parkway East, Who.-
275-0435
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like Installed wall
to wall or cleaned. Cad Bob Miller
for a free intimate, 01.,_ 8-0702.
!BUSINESS CARDS
thisinkes Card* - Letter Mesas - e7,-
Yelones - Wedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 24 hour service. All kind.
of printing & Publishing. Office. School
& Church suppliee.
Stanback Punting & Publishing Co.
2477 Deadrick Ave.
FA 7-9127 or 324-5449
_
VITAL STATISTICS - NOW Avail-
able. Do you know what records
may prove Lawful in establishing date
of birth. place of birth and parentage,
If the birth was not recorded? Ten
proven ways to establish Place of
birth. Only .25 Bury s, Brentwood.
Maryland.
YES
THIS
SPACE 13
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER
Check Our Ads Daily
Help Wanteo
RAGSDALE XMS'i.OShie.NT
Lie. Beauty ia4lefor to Woik In.
White Beauty Shop
Maid Comb 525 wk
Short Order Cook $AS up
Melds - eta k
JA 54519
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR
baby sitter five days a week. Cell.
UL 8-4581
WOULD 1,11(k. WORK AS COMMON
ironer of Seep children.
Cad: Wil 5-2151.
Homeworkers Wanted:
we will send you the complete names
and addle..., of Si) U.S. firms tnat
URGENTLY NEM) ROMKRO14KE168
tor only 2.50 postpaid hush your
name, address. and 250 toney to
FARMER 210TS Fifth Ave. New York
10, N.Y.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen'
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and 90
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
MEN WANTED
Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
Contact I or Call Mr. Hale. 948-11774.
Part or full time. Mr, Hale, 1108
S. Lauderdale,
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS FOR
ter or reetgrar068w7orker.
WOMAN EXP, IN HOSPITAL WORK
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private home.
948-1273
11P-IAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
You can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or come in
today. NS. e deliver to Your door.
-•-
SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS MEN OR
WOMEN who are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
r Jackson 6-8398 Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street
.1 . _..l_
ABE SCIIARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckso'n 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "V" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Corniorfable, Modern Furniture.
Weekly 
$C5 _ lean $W10ash Rooms - Showers . . .
2. Modern Swimming Pool -'Year Round Swimming: 7540 ft.
Dicing - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck, Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity - For Lstegues, Tournaments, Competitive
Matches. Classes - Boxing - Community Programs
4. 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - Forums -
Conferences - Teas - Social:
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES S7 - 10 -$25
54 MERCURY • ONLY 565
, In good condition. Radio, heater, good
lima. new battery. MU 5-16118.
1959 Bonneville for sale - Pit P.S
Wht. will Urea clean and In eiCe.ent
condition. Call Mr. Elbert House -
548 5835, 2143 Sparks.
SHELL OILCOMPANY
Has Modern 2 Ray Service Station locat-
ed at the intersection of Bellevue an.:
Vollentint for Lease. Investment In no-
minal and expert training is furnlehed
free by Shell retail inetructore. If you
are intsiented in becoming an Indepen-
dent businessman cell time numbers for
additional information. CALL
DAYS: WH 2-1573
NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS: 398-9318
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you In had health: Are you discouraged
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open hook. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM 11E11, at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over 511asiti-
siPPI State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED IlltiCit
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
neverhad an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
Check Cur As Daily
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
CLASSIFIED'
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